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Quantum Monte Carlo techniques, in their various incarnations, calculate 
ground state or finite temperature properties of many-body quantum systems. We ap-
ply the path-integral Monte Carlo method to hydrogen at densities and temperatures 
in the regime of cooperative thermal and pressure dissociation, relevant to structural 
models of the giant planets' interiors. We treat the protons and electrons as quan-
tum particles, thereby avoiding the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Fermi-Dirac 
exchange statistics are treated within the fixed-node approximation, with the nodes 
specified by the free Fermi gas. In the region of molecular dissociation, we observe 
properties consistent with and suggestive of a first order phase transition with positive 
density discontinuity (nu2 < «H+H)- In a separate study, we apply the variational and 
diffusion Monte Carlo techniques to study the ground state properties of two distinct, 
but related, two-dimensional systems: the Bose Yukawa liquid and the Bose Coulomb 
liquid. The Yukawa system is a model for flux line interactions in high temperature 
superconductors. We determine the phase diagram as a function of mass and density 
and find a high density scaling relation describing the crossover to Coulomb behavior. 
We apply our results to a sample superconducting compound, BigSrgCaCugOg. Next 
the results on the Coulomb system are presented. We show that the predominance 
of long wavelength plasmons destroys Bose condensation in this system. The ground 
state of this system is closely related to the bosonic representation of Laughlin's wave 
function for the fractional quantum Hall system. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this thesis, we report calculations of three distinct systems in quantum many-
body physics: hot, dense hydrogen; the two-dimensional Bose Yukawa liquid; and 
the two-dimensional Bose Coulomb liquid. We encounter two- and three- dimen-
sional systems, Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac statistics, and long- and short-ranged 
potentials. Further, we treat two systems in the ground state and one in thermal 
equilibrium at finite temperature. The unifying aspect of these studies is the use of 
a general class of techniques known as Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods. 
1.1 Outline of Thesis 
The thesis is organized as follows. First, we introduce the Monte Carlo method, a gen-
eral and powerful method with numerous applications in physics and beyond. In the 
next chapter we consider the problem of hydrogen in the interiors of the giant planets, 
discuss the limitations of existing methods, and motivate a more detailed treatment 
with quantum Monte Carlo methods. In the remainder of the chapter, we review the 
results of quantum statistical mechanics and derive the basic identities upon which 
the fixed-node path-integral Monte Carlo method is based. The implementational 
-r -
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details, including a new approximation for the high-temperature density matrix in 
the presence of long-range interactions, are then presented. Chapter 4 contains the 
results of a study on the dissociation transformation of hot, dense hydrogen. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to two ground state QMC methods: variational and diffusion 
Monte Carlo. These powerful methods compute exact ground state properties of 
interacting boson systems. We derive the identities upon which these methods are 
based, and present an algorithm for their implementation. Finally, in Chapters 6 
and 7, we present ground state studies of two distinct but related two-dimensional 
quantum systems: the 2D Bose Yukawa liquid and the 2D Bose Coulomb liquid. The 
former has been proposed as a model for flux-lines in type-II superconductors, and we 
apply our results to a typical cuprate superconductor. The high density limit of this 
system is the 2D Bose Coulomb liquid, the subject of the final chapter. Interestingly, 
this liquid has no Bose condensate. The ground state of the Coulomb liquid is also 
closely related to the bosonic representation of the Laughlin wave function, used in 
the study of the fractional quantum Hall effect. 
2 
Chapter 2 
The Monte Carlo Method 
The solutions to many problems in science and engineering take the form of definite 
integrals. As the complexity of these integrals increases, however, analytic solu-
tions often become impossible, and one must resort to numerical evaluation. For low 
dimensional integrals, quadrature techniques are invaluable. Unfortunately, as the 
dimensionality of the integral grows, the amount of work required to obtain a given 
accuracy grows exponentially. The integrals encountered in many-body quantum 
physics are typically of very high dimension (some on the order of 10 000 dimensions 
in the present calculations) so we require a more efficient means to their solution. In 
this chapter, we present the Monte Carlo method for evaluating integrals. We first 
motivate the approach with a simple example. Next, we formalize the concept of a 
Monte Carlo estimator, computing its mean and variance. We then discuss a few 
technical details regarding sampling, a fundamental aspect of any Monte Carlo calcu-
lation. Finally, we introduce importance sampling, a general and powerful variance 
reduction technique. 
3 
2.1 Monte Carlo Basics 
The essence of the Monte Carlo method, as we will apply it, lies in the use of a 
stochastic process in the controlled estimation of integrals. Although the utility of a 
random process for the solution of a well-defined problem might seem limite'd, a simple 
example demonstrates otherwise. Consider, then, a perfect die with faces numbered 
one through six. A simple calculation reveals that the average value of a roll of the 
die is three and one half: 
E k i = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 ^ . (2.1) 
Clearly, this result can also be obtained through direct experiment, in particular, by 
repeatedly rolling a die. After a few rolls, the observed mean may deviate from the 
exact result, 3.5, but we expect that as the number of rolls increases, the likelihood 
of obtaining a large deviation decreases. 
Therefore, although such an approach has uncertainties introduced by its random 
nature, it can be simply improved by increasing the number of rolls. This is illus-
trated for our example in Fig. 2.1 where the outcomes of several thousand numerical 
experiments involving 100 and 1000 rolls are histogrammed. In each case the expected 
outcome of an experiment is 3.5, but the variance of the estimates obtained with 1000 
rolls is approximately ten times smaller. 
These ideas can be applied equally well to multi-dimensional sums and integrals. 
Clearly an analytic solution is preferable in general, but many integrals encountered in 
many-body physics are intractable, and their values are most efficiently obtained with 
Monte Carlo methods. Before performing such numerical experiments on systems 
in many-body physics, we develop more fully the properties of the set of possible 
outcomes. 
To that end, we formally introduce in the following the idea of a Monte Carlo 
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Figure 2.1: Histograms of the outcomes of two experiments designed to estimate the 
average outcome of a roll of a six sided die. In each case, the estimate was computed 
by averaging the outcomes of repeated rolls of the die. The broad curve corresponds 
to 100 rolls of the die, the narrow curve to 1000. 
estimator and present a method for estimating the errors in our calculations. A more 
detailed description of Monte Carlo methods may be found in a text by Kalos and 
Whitlock [1]. When possible, we follow their notation and presentation. 
2.1.1 Random Variables and Their Properties 
Before discussing Monte Carlo estimation of integrals, we must introduce the concept 
of random variables. Imagine a series of experiments, in each of which the initial state 
of the system under study is identical. In each experiment we perform a measurement 
and obtain an outcome. We denote by E{ the outcome of the ith experiment. An 
example might be the position of a particle in a one-dimensional box. Suppose we can 
assign a numerical value, %*, to each possible outcome, 22,-, as in the example above. 
We then denote Xj a random variable or variate. 
The likelihood of obtaining one particular outcome is not necessarily the same as 
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that of another, so we introduce the idea of a probability density, f(x). In the case of 
the particle in a box, f(x) is naturally related to the wave function: f(x) = |^>(x)|2. 
The probability, then, of observing a particle in the infinitesimal region 
a-j<x<a+- • (2.2) 
is simply given by /(a) A. The sum of these probabilities must be unity, / dx f(x) = 1, 
since the particle will always be located somewhere. The expected value of x, i.e. 
its mean value, is defined by 
{x)=fdxf{x)x. (2.3) 
If g(x) is some real-valued function, such as an external potential which depends 
on the particle position, then for each outcome x,-, <?(x() is also a random variable. 
Its expected value is defined in terms of the probability density governing x, 
(g(x))=jdxf(x)g(x). (2.4) 
A second property of a random variable, g(x), is its variance: 
var{^)} = (b(z)_(g(z))]') = (g(zr)-07(z))\ (2.5) 
and its square root is the standard error. The second equality follows from the def-
inition of the mean, (2.4). The variance is a measure of the fluctuations in g(x) about 
its expected value and is an important ingredient in Monte Carlo error estimates. 
2.2 Monte Carlo Estimators 
In this section, we derive the basic identities upon which the Monte Carlo method is 
based. We exploit special properties of sums of random variables to derive a useful 
scheme for evaluating arbitrary definite integrals. 
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2.2.1 Expected Value of a Monte Carlo Estimator 
Suppose we obtain N independent measurements, or samples, from a physical sys-
tem, {xi , . . . , XJ, . . . , XJV}- This could be accomplished, for instance, by preparing a 
system in some initial state, taking a measurement, then repeating the process (AT—1) 
times. Before the next measurement, the system would be returned to its initial state. 
Alternately, one could measure each member of an ensemble of N identical systems 
once. Either way, we may evaluate an observable of interest, g(x), at each x; and 
thereby obtain the set of random variables, {^(x,)}. We now determine the properties 
of the mean of this set, 
i V
 t= i 
Each xi occurs independently with probability density /(x t), so the expected value 
ofGis 
N 
(G) = n r 1
 N 
(2.7) 
= ^E/^/(*«M«*) (2.8) 
= (<?(*))• (2-9) 
In the second step, the (N — 1) factors for Z ^ z integrate to unity, because the 
probability density, /(x), is normalized. G has the same expectation as g(x), and is 
therefore called an estimator for (g). 
2.2.2 Variance of a Monte Carlo Estimator 
The variance of G is similarly obtained. According to (2.5), we require the mean 
square value of G: 
2 
(2.10) 
7 
.fel 3=1 i&j) 
(2.11) 1
 N
 r 
= jr* lN (9{x)2)+ N{N ~l) {9{x))2} (212) 
= ^v{g(x)} + (g(x))2. (2.13) 
The variance is then given by 
var{<?} = (G2)-(G)2 (2.14) 
= ( ^ ) - ( g ( z ) ) ' (2.15) 
= ^ v a r W x ) } . (2.16) 
The Monte Carlo estimator, G, therefore has the useful property that its variance is 
reduced by a factor N over that of </(x). In other words, the probability of obtaining 
an estimate for (g) with a given error decreases as the number of samples increases. 
The Central Limit Theorem [2] makes a stronger statement: if the variance of g(x) 
exists, then for sufficiently large N the G# are normally distributed with mean (g) 
and variance proportional to 1/N. 
2.3 Sampling Random Variables 
To use a Monte Carlo estimator, we need a source for variates drawn from /(x). The 
process of generating these variates is known as sampling. We will show that, given 
variates sampled from /(x) = 1, an arbitrary distribution can be sampled. 
2.3.1 Uniform Variates 
The simplest probability density is perhaps the uniform distribution on the interval 
[0,1) of independent, uniform variates, (, for which f(() = 1. As will be shown, 
from an inexhaustible stream of these numbers {...,£i_i,(«,...}, we can generate a 
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stream of numbers sampled from any distribution, P. Any attempt to algorithmically 
generate such variates will result in at best pseudo-random numbers, whose charac-
teristics closely resemble random numbers, but whose sequence is fully deterministic. 
The development and analysis of such algorithms are best left to mathematicians, 
but we summarize the usual approach here. 
Most (pseudo-)random number generators, as they are called, are of a type known 
as linear congruential [3], in which the random number stream is defined by the 
recurrence relation, 
xi+i = (Ax, + b) mod P. (2.17) 
The integers {A, 6, P} define the generator. The uniform random variables, {£,-}, are 
then given by {x;/P}. 
2.3.2 Gaussian Variates 
In the calculations to follow, we frequently require random variables drawn from a 
high-dimensional Gaussian, or normal, distribution. Because a multi-dimensional 
normal distribution can be written as a product of one-dimensional Gaussians, an 
algorithm to generate simple Gaussian variables is sufficient. 
An efficient method for generating Gaussian random numbers, the so-called Box-
Miiller method [4], in fact generates two Gaussian variates. The essence of the 
method lies in the observation that a two-dimensional Gaussian, when written in 
polar coordinates, is separable and invertible. The radius and angle are then sampled 
independently, yielding the following relations for two Gaussian random numbers, 
Vi = \/-21n(, COS(2JT6+1) (2.18) 
yi+l = )/-21n<isin(2jr<i+1). (2.19) 
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2.4 Metropolis Sampling Method 
To obtain a mapping from the uniform variates to a probability distribution of in-
terest, the distribution must be sufficiently simple to invert. Most distributions of 
quantum mechanical interest, however, are not invertible, and so require "a different 
approach. For such distributions rejection techniques are most commonly used. 
These methods, in general, first sample a variate from an invertible distribution dis-
tinct from the distribution of interest, then conditionally accept or reject the variate. 
A set of rules governing the acceptance or rejection is constructed to exactly sample 
an arbitrary distribution. 
In 1953, Metropolis et al. introduced a significant new rejection technique [5]. 
The Metropolis algorithm defines a Markov process, an ergodic and non-periodic 
random walk through the phase space of variates, in which the limiting distribution 
of points visited coincides with the distribution of interest. Ergodicity implies a finite 
probability to reach each point in a finite number of steps. Non-periodic means that 
no point is repeatedly visited at regular intervals. The Markov process is defined by 
K(R -> R'), the probability for the walk to move to R' from R. 
We now outline the elements of the Metropolis algorithm. Suppose we wish to 
sample an iV-dimensional space, R = {r i , . . . , r,-,..., rjy}, with relative probabilities 
specified by P(R). We need only specify the relative probability because the Metropo-
lis has a most useful characteristic: it can sample P(R)/ JdRP(R) when only P(R) 
is known. Imagine an ensemble of Markov processes. A stationary distribution occurs 
when the number of walks leaving a point equals the number arriving from all other 
points. One simple way to satisfy this condition, called detailed balance, occurs 
when the number of walkers moving from R to R! exactly equals the number moving 
10 
in the reverse direction. This is expressed mathematically as 
P(R)K{R ->#) = P{R')K(R' -> R). (2.20) 
P(R)K(R -» R') is clearly the total probability to move from R to JR', and 
P(R')K(R' -» R) is the reverse probability. Suppose we factor K into an a pri-
ori transition probability, T(R -* R'), and an acceptance probability, A(R —» R'): 
K(R -• R') = A{R -» /?)r(JR -» # ) • (2.21) 
The transition probability is arbitrary and is usually chosen as one which can be 
sampled directly. Given T, the Metropolis choice for A exactly satisfies the detailed 
balance condition 
Exactly one of A(R —» R') or A(R —» R!) is always unity, so this clever choice simply 
satisfies (2.20). Other choices are possible for A, but (2.22) is by far the most common 
and efficient choice. Suppose the walk is at configuration /£,-. The initial condition, 
jRo, can be chosen at random. The Metropolis sampling algorithm then proceeds in 
this manner: 
1. Sample a new position, i?', from T(R{ -» R'). 
2. Compare A(Ri —> R') to a uniform variate £• 
3. If A(Ri - > # ) > ( then ft+i = R'. Otherwise Ri+1 = # . 
4. Return to step 1. 
With these rules, the asymptotic distribution, {#i_»o<,}, is guaranteed to be P(R). 
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2.5 Importance Sampling 
We demonstrated above that the variance of a Monte Carlo estimator is simply related 
to the variance of the observable, g(x). By judiciously changing the observable, then, 
we might be able to reduce the Monte Carlo variance. For definiteness, consider the 
mean (g) defined in (2.4), and multiply and divide the integrand by a factor /(x): 
( f (s ) )= /<M/(z) / (x ) ) (2.23) L/(*)J 
[<7(x)//(x)| is now the observable, with /(x)/(x) the probability distribution. If 
f(x) closely approximates g(x), the variance of g(x)/f(x) and the corresponding 
estimator will be substantially reduced. This simple variance reduction technique, 
called importance sampling, is an important part of our Quantum Monte Carlo 
algorithms. 
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Chapter 3 
Path-Integral Techniques for 
Dense Hydrogen 
The development of efficient Monte Carlo techniques for the effective evaluation of 
high dimensional path-integrals (and the emergence of computers sufficiently pow-
erful to apply them) is relatively recent. Even more recent is the introduction of 
an algorithm to extend these techniques to systems of particles obeying Fermi-Dirac 
statistics and interacting with long-range potentials. Hydrogen seems a natural choice 
for the first application of this method. 
Hydrogen, in various forms, comprises over 70% of the mass of the universe, so 
characterizing its phases and properties is of fundamental importance to physicists 
and astrophysicists alike. It is well understood in several limits, but no adequate 
theory exists to explain much of its phase diagram. One particularly troublesome 
region contains the dissociation transition of the dense, hot molecular gas. 
In this chapter, we explore in more detail the problem of the dissociation of dense 
hydrogen and its consequences for astrophysical models of the Jovian planets. Next, 
we argue that only with a detailed method, such as the path-integral Monte Carlo 
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technique, can we address this problem. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to 
a presentation of path-integral Monte Carlo, as it is applied to dense hydrogen in 
thermal equilibrium. 
3.1 Dense Hydrogen 
3.1.1 Astrophysical Relevance 
The Jovian planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, constitute over 99.5% of 
the planetary mass in the solar system. Any model for solar system formation, then, 
is intimately coupled to formation and structural models of these planets. Jupiter and 
Saturn, in turn, are composed of 80-90% hydrogen, by mass. Given the overwhelming 
abundance of hydrogen, it is unsurprising that planetary models rely heavily on a 
detailed understanding of its equation of state. 
In the largest celestial objects, hydrogen is a fully ionized plasma at almost all 
radii. In contrast, it exists as a molecular gas deep in the Jovian planets (and cooler 
stars such as brown dwarves) [6]. Dissociation and ionization eventually occur near 
the planetary core. Helium is the next most abundant element in the giant planets [7, 
8], so an understanding of hydrogen rich H-He mixtures is ultimately needed for 
precise structural modeling. Until the pure hydrogen equation of state is understood, 
however, the problem of the mixture remains too difficult. We therefore concentrate 
on determining the phase diagram of dense hydrogen. 
Available observational data on the giant planets is somewhat limited and un-
certain. The total mass and conditions in the outer atmosphere are relatively well 
determined, however, and these two data serve as the primary constraints on plane-
tary models. Other measurements include gravitational moments1 and the abundance 
1The mass is the zetoth gravitational moment; higher order even moments are non-zero because 
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of helium. 
Measurements of the luminosity provide another clue to the state of hydrogen 
in the giant planets. Modeled as a gray-body, Jupiter emits more energy than it 
absorbs, implying an energy source exists deep in the planet. The observed luminosity 
exceeds conductive and radiative transport capacities for metallic hydrogen by an 
order of magnitude, so the heat flow is thought to be convective [9]. Only a small 
temperature gradient is required to sustain the observed flow, however, so a state 
of local equilibrium is thought to exist throughout the planets [10]. The hydrogen 
equation of state along an adiabat, constrained by conditions in the outer atmosphere, 
is the single most important ingredient in the planetary models. 
3.1.2 Phases of Hydrogen 
Hydrogen, in some regards the simplest of elements, has a remarkably rich phase 
diagram. Despite substantial theoretical and experimental efforts, its phase diagram 
remains rather uncertain in several important regions. 
Figure 3.1, adapted from Stevenson [11], summarizes the known and proposed 
phases of hydrogen across a wide range of temperatures and pressures. The low pres-
sure and temperature regime is readily experimentally accessible, and is therefore 
well established. Recent advances in static compression, due in part to the advent of 
the diamond anvil cell, have enabled experimental studies of hydrogen at and below 
room temperature in the Megabar range [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. At low density, hydro-
gen becomes a molecular solid of nearly-free rotors. Upon compression the molecules 
orientationally order and eventually transform into a atomic solid. The most reliable 
studies have been performed using quantum Monte Carlo techniques, since the sub-
stantial protonic zero-point motion necessitates a detailed quantum treatment [17,18]. 
the planets are slightly oblate. 
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Figure 3.1: A schematic phase diagram for hydrogen, adapted from Stevenson [11]. 
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That hydrogen must become metallic at sufficiently high pressure is well established 
on the basis of electron degeneracy at high density [19]. The characterization of the 
compressed molecular solid and the search for pressure metallization remain an active 
area of experimental and theoretical research. 
Let us consider what is known of hydrogen along the adiabats relevant to Jupiter 
and Saturn, computed from liquid perturbation theory [20] and shown in the phase di-
agram, Fig. 3.1. The temperature in the upper atmosphere of Jupiter is T = 170 °K 
at P = 1 bar, which is easily accessible experimentally. The primary difficulty in 
reaching the relevant kilobar to megabar region lies in keeping the hydrogen sam-
ple sufficiently cool. Shockwave experiments achieve this by shock-compressing the 
molecular fluid at 20 °K into a hot, dense molecular liquid [21, 22]. Final states of 
T = 7000 °K and P = 0.8 Mbar can be routinely reached. Even higher pressures are 
now attainable, using impedance mismatching techniques [23]. These experiments 
provide the most important data on hydrogen in the giant planets. Although many-
body effects become significant in the dense molecular liquid, a chemical picture, in 
which molecules interact via an empirical effective pair potential, is sufficient to un-
derstand the shockwave data [24]. These pair potentials are then used to compute 
thermodynamic properties through classical Monte Carlo [25] and liquid perturbation 
theory [26, 20, 27]. 
Jupiter has a rocky core, which accounts for 10% of its mass. At the surface of 
the core, hydrogen is metallic and exists at T = 20000°K, n = 4.5g/cm3 [11], P « 
40 Mbar [6]. Hydrogen is better understood in its metallic state than in its molecular 
phase. Under these conditions the electron gas is nearly degenerate, so the primary 
contributions to the energy are the energy of a zero-temperature free Fermi gas and its 
interaction energy with the protons. Because the electron motion is nearly frozen out, 
and the quantum corrections for the protons are small, the classical one component 
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plasma is a good starting point [28, 29]. Necessary corrections include the effects of 
electron screening on the inter-proton potential, electron-electron correlations, and 
finite temperature corrections for the electron gas. Like molecular hydrogen, metallic 
hydrogen is typically simulated with classical Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics or 
calculated within liquid perturbation theory [30, 31]. 
At higher densities, Ichimaru and coworkers [32, 33] have successfully applied 
the hypernetted-chain and modified convolution approximation equations to to the 
hot, dense plasma (log10P % 7, log10T > 5). Hydrogen, however, does not reach 
these temperatures in the Jovian planets. Using quantum Monte Carlo techniques, 
Pierleoni et al. have also studied this regime, improving the Ichimaru results and 
extending them to lower temperatures (log10!T > 4) [34]. 
From Fig. 3.1, the Jovian adiabats cross the dissociation transformation of molec-
ular hydrogen in the planetary interior. One might simply assume a first order tran-
sition, model the molecular and metallic phases, and compute a transition pressure 
by equating the Gibbs free energies, but it is unclear whether a phase transition even 
occurs at these elevated temperatures. This is in fact done in most chemical mod-
els [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40], where a free energy expression is constructed to satisfy 
known experimental and theoretical constraints. The models range from simple in-
terpolation between molecular gas and metallic plasma [38] to elaborate treatments 
of interacting mixtures of charged and neutral species [40]. 
The nature of the transformation is not simple to deduce, since it occurs in a 
regime where both thermal and pressure effects are important, and has been the 
source of considerable controversy [41, 42, 9, 43, 39, 40]. The main theoretical issue is 
whether it is continuous or not, since there is no difference in symmetry. Further, it 
is not immediately obvious whether the ionization process will proceed directly to the 
metallic phase or instead include an intermediate atomic phase. The free energy model 
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of Saumon and Chabrier (henceforth SC92), the most detailed chemical treatment to 
date, finds a first order transition between a molecular gas and a partially ionized 
atomic fluid [40]. The density discontinuity associated with a first order transition 
would sharply alter the density profiles of the giant planets [11,6]. Recently, Chabrier 
et al. have shown that only in the presence of such transition, often called the plasma 
phase transition (PPT), are the most sophisticated structural models of Saturn 
consistent with gravitational moment data [44]. It would thus be very satisfying to 
learn that a first-order PPT exists. 
3.1.3 Role of Monte Carlo Methods 
Where they exist, tractable theoretical models usually provide more physical insight 
than computational or experimental studies. The primary tools used to search for the 
PPT have been stoichiometric in nature, modeling hydrogen as a mixture of chemical 
species, such as H2, H, H+, and e. At the plasma phase transition, however, the very 
species in the system are evolving, the meaning of the terms 'atom' and 'molecule' 
become blurred, and any chemical model is apt to fail. Clearly, a more detailed and 
fundamental treatment is needed. 
The Path-Integral Monte Carlo technique (PIMC), to be developed below, is par-
ticularly well suited to this problem. With very few assumptions, PIMC solves the full 
many-body equations of quantum statistical mechanics. No empirical data are used; 
PIMC requires only Planck's constant, A, and the particle masses and charges. Like-
wise, no effective interactions are used; charged particles interact with full Coulomb 
potentials. Only with such a detailed approach can we hope to calculate the hydro-
gen equation of state to sufficient accuracy to address the important astrophysical 
questions raised above. Ours is the first search for the plasma phase transition us-
ing path-integral Monte Carlo techniques. The successful treatment of this difficult 
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problem with PIMC will also provide a stringent test of the method and enable the 
treatment of even more ambitious fermion problems. 
3.2 Quantum Statistical Mechanics 
As in classical statistical mechanics, all the static properties of a quantum system 
in thermal equilibrium are contained in one quantity, the partition function. This 
function is simply specified as a sum over all physical states of a Boltzmann weight, 
or density matrix. The eigenstates of a general many-body system, however, are not 
easy to obtain, so an alternative formulation of the partition function is needed. We 
will use Feynman's path integral formulation of quantum statistical mechanics [45]. 
Monte Carlo evaluation of continuum path integrals is an extremely powerful, but 
rarely used, tool for many-body problems. Presumably, researchers are discouraged 
by the sheer number of technical details. In contrast, the simpler lattice path-integral 
methods are much more widely used. Although the details are numerous, once the 
bookkeeping is properly handled, path-integral Monte Carlo is surprisingly simple in 
its application. 
In this section we attempt to elucidate the theoretical and technical details in-
volved in a PIMC calculation. We first introduce the density matrix, an object which 
contains the full many-body statistical mechanics of our system, then rewrite it as a 
path integral over a 'chain' of high-temperature density matrices. Next, we present 
a method for accurately evaluating elements of the high-temperature density matrix. 
The fixed-node approach to Fermi-Dirac statistics is then presented. Finally, we detail 
the Monte Carlo methods used to sample the configuration and permutation spaces 
and thereby perform the path integration. 
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3.3 The Density Matrix 
The expectation of any physical observable, (O), of a system in thermodynamic equi-
librium at temperature T = l/ksP can be expressed as a weighted average over the 
eigenstates of the system, with the weights determined by the Boltzmann distribution, 
(O) = gM^'K^/IX^ (3.1) 
= E('l^-^l')/E(^-^l*> (M) 
= Tr [Oe-W] /Tr [e~^\ . (3.3) 
The operator exponential in (3.4) is defined by its power series. We define the density 
matrix as 
XP) = C-*". (3.4) 
Equivalently, the density matrix is a solution to the Bloch equation, 
with initial condition (i|/5(0)|j) = &_,. 
Let us write Eq. 3.3 in a configuration space basis, by noting the trace of a matrix 
is independent of its representation: 
Tr[<W)] = EfflO/Kflli) (3.6) 
» 
= JdR(R\Op{/3)\R). (3.7) 
The configuration coordinate, R = {r i , . . . , r,-,..., r#}, contains all 3N particle co-
ordinates. The observable is thus 
_ JdR(R\Op(P)\R) 
(*)- wa,,(W)' ^ 
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3.4 Path-Integral Formulation of Statistical 
Mechanics 
To make use of the density matrix in calculations, we must take it from abstract op-
erator form and write it in terms of computable objects. To do this we will frequently 
make use of the factoring property of the density matrix, an identity most easily 
seen in operator form: 
The density matrix has been factored into M density matrices each at a higher tem-
perature, T = f}jM. In a configuration basis, the squaring identity (M = 2) is: 
p(R, R'; P) = j dR" p{R, R"; P/2)p{R", R'- 0/2). (3.10) 
In a similar fashion, we may insert a complete set of states between each pair of 
factors in (3.9), then use (3.8) to obtain a new expression for the observable: 
SdRdRj-dRu-! (R\OP(T)\R1)(R1\P(T)\R2)---(RM-MT)\R) 
[ }
 SdRdR1---dRM.1(R\p(T)\R1)(R1\p(r)\R2)--(RM-Mr)\R)' [ } 
Note that the operator, O, can act on any of the density matrix factors, due to the 
cyclic property of the trace: 
Tr [Op{fi - IT)P(IT)} = Tr [p(h)0p(P - IT)} (3.12) 
for any 1 < I < M. Equation (3.11), the fundamental identity of the path-integral 
Monte Carlo method, expresses the many-body density matrix at temperature pa-
rameter P in terms of the same density matrix at a higher temperature. 
To evaluate (3.11), we must take the average over all paths composed of M discrete 
steps beginning and ending at R. This high-dimensional path integral is well suited 
for Monte Carlo evaluation using a Metropolis-like rejection algorithm, provided we 
can evaluate the elements of the high temperature density matrix, (R\p(r)\R'). 
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Although (3.11) simplifies the problem to the evaluation of a more classical (and 
therefore simpler) density matrix, p(R, R'\ r) , this density matrix remains highly non-
trivial. This object contains the full quantum many-body physics of the system at 
an elevated temperature, T = 1/r = M/0k. It is to our advantage to minimize M, 
so we wish to obtain a representation of p(R, R'; r) accurate to as low a temperature 
as possible. This is the subject of the next section. 
3.5 The High-Temperature Density Matr ix 
Using the squaring property of density matrices we have expressed />(/?) in terms of 
the high-temperature density matrix, p(r). We require a representation of p(R, R'; T) 
which will allow efficient numerical evaluation of the off-diagonal elements appearing 
in (3.11). For a system consisting of N particles in d dimensions, p(R, R'; T) is a 2dN-
dimensional object. Clearly, tabulating such a function is impractical, so another 
approach such as an expansion is necessary. We now invoke the factoring property of 
the density matrix to develop a more practical representation. 
3.5.1 Feynman-Kac Relation 
We turn our attention to the problem of evaluating an arbitrary matrix element of 
the high-temperature density matrix, p(R, R'; T). Again using the squaring property, 
we factor p(r) J times: 
PM = ( e - " " / , (3.13) 
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with St = T/J. In the limit of many factors, the kinetic and potential energy operators 
may be commuted,2 
p(r)=lim(e-StVe-6tT)J. (3.14) 
The potential energy operator is diagonal in configuration space, so its action on a 
state \Ri) is trivial, yielding e~StV \Ri) =
 e-
StVM \Ri). Inserting (J - 1) complete 
sets of states into (3.14) and grouping the potential terms we obtain: 
(R\p(r)\R') 
= Hm/dAi. . .<fa,_i {R\e-StT\Rl)---(Rj.1\e-StT\R')e-St^v^(3.15) 
= {hmJdRx'-dRj-t (R\e-StT\R1)---(Rj.1\e-StT\R'))j x 
\ / BRW 
= (Rlpoim'j/e-K^W))) . (3.17) 
\ I BRW 
In the second step we have rewritten the integral as a weighted average over the 
distribution (R\e-StT\Rx) • • • (i2j_i|e"ftr|/2'), the collection of all Brownian random 
walks (BRW) of length r, starting at R and ending at R'. The remaining integral is 
simply the normalization of this distribution. In the third step, we trivially recombine 
the kinetic factors to obtain /R\e~TT\R'\ = (R\P0(T)\R'), the many-body free-particle 
density matrix. Equation (3.17) is the famous Feynman-Kac relation. 
3.5.2 Free Particle Density Matrix 
For a free particle in one dimension the Hamilton!an is simply H = T = —X(d2/dx2), 
where A = 7i2/2m, and the Bloch equation reads: 
A d2pQ p 0 
p0 dx2 />o' 
(3.18) 
2
 A symmetric breakup would converge more quickly in J, but this expression is adequate for the 
present purpose. 
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where the dot indicates an imaginary time derivative. We recognize this as a diffusion 
equation, with solution 
The solution is symmetric in its spatial arguments, since the Hamiltonian is hermitian. 
In three dimensions, 
The Bloch equation for a system of N free particles is separable, so its solution is 
simply a product of single free-particle density matrices, 
1 
0-(R-R'YlAXr (3.22) (4TTAT)3W/2 
The final expression is a convenient shorthand notation, but the full form will be used 
whenever the different masses are important. Equation (3.21) can also be obtained 
by explicit integration over plane waves, the free particle eigenstates. 
3.5.3 The Pair Approximation 
We have made significant progress toward computing p(r), as the free particle density 
matrix is now known exactly, but we still need to analyze the second term of Eq. (3.17) 
in more detail. For the systems we will study, the potential consists only of pairwise 
interactions of the form V(R) = £t<J- v(r^), where r,j is the distance between particles 
i and j . The average over BRW then becomes: 
/e-J>W»\ =(r\e-fodt^At))\ . (3.23) 
\ /BRW \ g IBRW 
For sufficiently small r, we see from (3.21) and (3.17) that only reasonably direct 
paths from R to R! contribute significantly to the average. Paths that stray from this 
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straight line are exponentially suppressed by the Gaussian weight. Consequently, to 
a good approximation, the average over paths may be replaced by the single path 
consisting of a straight line connecting R to R!. 
/ ne - J>» ( ' « (0 ) \ « I K ^ " 1 dtv([1-t]ri>+tTV. - (3.24) 
\i<3 I
 BRW i<j 
This is known as the semi-classical approximation. Likewise, in a two-particle 
system 
/ c£*"( '«(0)\ ~e-r/01A«([i-t]ro+^i). (3.25) 
\ I BRW 
These approximations will be valid for some r sufficiently small. For this r, then, we 
may say 
/ n e - ^ M o A = TT L-s;^(rii{t))\ (3.26) 
\% I BRW i<r /B™ 
We expect this approximation to be valid to substantially larger T, however, because 
the same Brownian paths from R to R' discarded in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) are restored 
in approximation (3.26). This pair approximation, first suggested by Barker [46], 
becomes exact when the correlation between any two particles is independent of the 
other particle positions. The more dilute a system, the sooner this uncorrected limit 
is reached, so we expect an inverse relationship between r and ne, the number density. 
A discussion of the the merits of this approximation in the presence of correlations 
may be found in Ref. [47]. 
From the Feynman-Kac relation for a system composed of two particles labeled i 
and j , 
Xr, , r , , r%;T) = A , ^ (3.27) 
we note the individual averages in (3.26) are simply the interacting part of the pair 
density matrix (3.27). This motivates a search for the high-temperature pair density 
matrix. 
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3.5.4 The Short-range Pair Density Matrix 
Armed with a relation between the many-body and pair density matrices, we now 
focus on evaluation of p(rj,rj,r^,r^;T). With this and the path-integral equation 
(3.11), we will have all the ingredients required for the computation of thermodynamic 
observables in our system. 
For a system of two particles interacting with a short-range potential, the squaring 
property (3.10) can be exploited to develop an exact method for computing the density 
matrix [48]. Because the Coulomb interaction is long-ranged, we rewrite it as v(r) = 
vs(r) + vi(r), where s and / indicate short- and long-range terms, respectively. We 
first treat the short-range interaction, then re-introduce the long-range term in a 
controlled approximation. We now detail the treatment of the short-range case. 
For a pair,of particles interacting through a short-range potential, us(|ri — r2 |), 
the Bloch equation (3.5) reads 
Hps = [-AV2 + c.(ria)] ps = -ps. (3.28) 
We may use center of mass coordinates: 
f = m i r i + m 2 F 2 (3.29) 
mx + m2 
r = r ! - r 2 , (3.30) 
and likewise for the primed coordinates. With this transformation Eq. (3.28) becomes 
separable, with solution 
P,(r, r, r', r'; r) = />0(r, f'; r)pW(r, r'; r) . (3.31) 
The first factor is the free particle density matrix for a particle of mass M = mi + m2, 
while the second term satisfies a new Bloch equation, 
p(*>(r,r';T) = [AV2-u.(r)],(:)(r,r ';r) (3.32) 
A = (Ai + A2)/2. (3.33) 
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Defining the short-range relative coordinate Hamiltonian by Ha = —AV2 + us(r), the 
solution to (3.32) in operator form is pf\r) = e~THa. 
With the density matrix in this form it can be formally factored, and we can use the 
now familiar arsenal of tricks. We will obtain P¥\T) by squaring a high-temperature 
pair density matrix, pf\rj2n), n times. 
Partial Wave Expansion of the Pair Density Matrix 
In these relative coordinates, we have spherical symmetry about the origin, so the 
pair density matrix is a function of only r, r', and cos 0 = (r • r')/rr'. We may expand 
it in a Legendre series, 
1 °° 
^
2 ) ( r
'
r
'
; T ) =
 4^V^(2/ + 1 ) / ° ' ( r ' r ' ; r ) P / ( c O S 0 ) ' ( 3 l 3 4 ) 
with pi the /th partial wave component. Somewhat surprisingly, each partial wave 
component satisfies its own squaring relation, 
Mr, r'; r) = f ° dr"
 Pl{r, r"; r/2)/>/(r", r'; r/2). (3.35) 
Jo 
This result, proved in Appendix A, is most convenient, since it allows us to trade a 
three-dimensional integral over six-dimensional objects for a set of one-dimensional 
integrals over two-dimensional objects. 
Free Particle Partial Wave Expansion 
The relative coordinate pair density matrix satisfies a Feynman-Kac formula: 
,( ')(r,r ' ;r) = ^ ( r , r ' ; T ) ( e - ^ " " " W ) ) ) (3.36) 
\ I BRW 
= />i2)(r,r';T)e"Ul(r,r':T). (3.37) 
The relative coordinate short-range pair action, «s, is defined by the latter relation. 
The partial wave components of the relative coordinate free-particle density matrix, 
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p0 , can be obtained through the orthogonality relations for Legendre polynomials 
and (3.34): 
$rH£)- (3-38) . , 47rrr' r2 8AT 
where ii is the modified spherical Bessel function of order / [49]. 
We begin the squaring operation by choosing the number n sufficiently large that 
the semi-classical form for the density matrix is valid. Our starting density matrix 
is thus: 
pi(r,r';T/2n) = p0i{r,r']T/2n)exp ~r/2n J dtv([l -t]r + tr') . (3.39) 
Squaring the Partial Wave Coefficients 
Although the form of (3.35) suggests that pi could be explicitly represented as a large 
matrix and squared, there are technical problems associated with this approach. The 
starting density matrix (3.39) is Gaussian in r and r', so the most significant matrix 
elements are clustered near the origin. This is also where the pair interaction varies 
most rapidly, so a uniform grid might not be ideal. 
The integrand of (3.35) is Gaussian in r", so the numerical integration is performed 
using Hermite integration [49]. The grid type used to store the pair density matrix 
depends on the sign of the interaction. For like particles, the Coulomb repulsion tends 
to keep the particles apart, so a finely spaced uniform grid is appropriate. For the 
attractive proton-electron interaction we use a logarithmic grid which concentrates 
mesh points near the origin. The number of partial waves needed in Eq. 3.34 is 
determined empirically by monitoring the convergence of the expansion. We found 
l-max = 9 adequate for our high-temperature density matrix. 
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Figure 3.2: The distances s, q, and z used in the expansion of the pair density matrix. 
Representing the Pair Density Matrix 
Although computationally convenient, the partial wave expansion requires substantial 
memory for storage and time for evaluation. The pair density matrix is at the heart of 
the path-integral Monte Carlo algorithm, so we require a more efficient representation. 
As stated above, the relative coordinate pair density matrix is a function of only 
three variables, r, r', and cos0. The three distances s = |r — r'|, z = |r| — |r'|, and 
q — (|r| -j- |r'|)/2, shown in Fig. 3.2 are especially convenient, because the prior two are 
constrained to be of order \Jr by the free-particle Gaussian term in the pair density 
matrix (3.31). The average inter-particle separation q has no such restriction, so an 
appropriate expansion for the pair action is 
„ , ( r y ; r ) . «,0-, r;r) + U,(r',r-;r) + * g ^ „ ; , ( , ; r ) A , ( t - , , ( 3 .4 0 ) 
1
 6=1 i=0 
In fact, it can be shown that the pair density matrix is independent of z for a 1/r 
interaction [50]. Since we are using an Ewald decomposition of the Coulomb interac-
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tion, however, our short-range pair density matrix may still depend on z. We choose 
kmax = 3, for a total of ten expansion terms. In this form, the pair density matrix is 
relatively compact and its evaluation efficient. 
3.5.5 Long Range Density Matrices 
We now have the density matrix for two particles governed by a short range Hamil-
tonian, Hs = T + vs(r). Within the pair approximation, we have a solution to the 
many-body short range Bloch equation at high temperature. The above scheme can-
not treat the long-ranged Coulomb interaction, however, because the partial wave 
components would no longer be compact. 
We now re-introduce the long range interaction, v/(r), so the total pair potential 
is v(r) = vs(r) + u/(r). The many-body Bloch equation becomes, 
-P- -AV2 + 2>,(r0-) + M»Yi)] 
i<3 
(3.41) 
We can define a 'local' energy, 
£ L = 3 + £ (3.42) 
P P 
which vanishes for p a solution.3 We attempt a solution to (3.41) of the form: 
P (T) = p3(T)Pl{r) = ps(T)e-D (3.43) 
U = - I n Mr) . (3.44) 
U is the long range action. We now assume that, like the potential, the action is pair-
wise. In the sequel we suppress the explicit dependence on the inverse temperature, 
r. The long range potential and action are most naturally expressed in reciprocal 
3The Boltzmann density matrix has no zeroes for a charged system, due to the Coulomb inter-
action's soft core. 
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space as: 
Vi(R) = ^^(PkP-k-N) (3.45) 
1
 k 
pk = £ e * * ' , (3.46) 
i 
vk = ^Jdreikrvi{r) (3.47) 
% )^ = m±fm o.48) 
U(R) = ^EMPkP-k-N). (3.49) 
z
 k 
By setting the local energy of (3.43) to zero, restricting our solution to diagonal 
elements, and simplifying one term with the random phase approximation (RPA) [51], 
we obtain a set of differential equations for u[, decoupled in momentum. The RPA 
is appropriate in the long wavelength limit, where it explicitly includes the low-lying 
plasmon modes. A full derivation is given in App. B. 
For a system of iVe electrons and Np protons, the final differential equations for 
ul"' read: 
- ^ E t ^ , ' ' A , " [ < ' ' ' f + < ' ' " < ' ' + < ' ' ' < ' ] (350) 
wf = -l^k2wf + (vs)f - W 6 2 A W < r , , < ' " < \ (3.51) 
1
 a" 
The sums range over the different species in the system; in hydrogen a" G {e,p}. To 
simplify notation, vfka' is a Fourier component of the long range action between two 
particles of type a and o'\ w% and (vs)k represent the Fourier-transformed short-range 
action and interaction. These six equations are integrated numerically from the initial 
conditions %%*'(Cj) = wakc'(0) = 0. 
The long and short range components derived above are combined to yield the 
high-temperature density matrix used in our calculations. 
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3.6 Fermi Statistics 
Because electrons and protons are fermions, the eigenstates of the many-body Hamil-
tonian are antisymmetric under exchange of any two such identical particles. The 
fermion density matrix is constructed from these antisymmetric states according to 
Eq. (3.1). As a linear combination of eigenstates, the fermion density matrix is also 
antisymmetric. Alternatively, the fermion density matrix can be specified in terms 
of the unsymmetrized distinguishable particle density matrix. 
In this section we first define the relationship between the fermion and Boltzman-
non density matrices. Next, we introduce the fermion sign problem and present the 
recently introduced fixed-node solution to the problem. Finally, we examine the new 
ingredients needed for a fixed-node calculation. 
3.6.1 Antisymmetrizing the Density Matrix 
The density matrix for distinguishable particles, p(R,R';/3) = /_R|e-/,w|.ft'V is a 
solution to the Bloch equation, but lacks the required exchange symmetry. Suppose 
for now that our system contains only one species of fermions (spin up or spin down 
electrons, for example); the generalization to multiple species follows naturally. The 
Hamiltonian does not distinguish among identical particles, so p(R, R'\P) remains a 
solution when the fermions are relabeled. The Bloch equation is linear, so we can 
easily construct an antisymmetric solution. In particular, the fermion density matrix 
must satisfy 
/"/(ri, • . . , r,-,..., r j , . . . , TAT, R1; P) = -pj{*u • • •, r j , . . . , r,-,..., r#, R'; P) (3.52) 
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for any i and j . The linear combination which solves the Bloch equation and satisfies 
this requirement is 
Pf(R, X; P) = ± B - l ^ P f l , #; P). (3.53) 
The configuration PR is identical to R, but the particles are relabeled. The notation 
(—l)p gives the sign of the permutation, determined by the number of pair permu-
tations required to relabel R as PR. The sum is over the N\ distinct permutations 
of N identical particles. 
3.6.2 Fermion Sign Problem 
As seen in Chapter 2, the Monte Carlo method requires a non-negative probability 
distribution. For simplicity, consider a path integral which contains only two time 
slices. For fermions, then, the observable is: 
lns _ EPfdRdR'(-l)p(PR\Op(P/2)\R')(R'\p(m)\R) ,„ ^ 
[U)
 ZPfdRdR>(-l)P(PR\p(P/2)\R>){R>\p(p/2)\R) ' {6'°V 
The difficulties introduced by the factor (—l)p are twofold. First, the denominator 
can no longer be considered the normalization of a probability distribution, since its 
integrand is not always positive. Second, the number of even and odd permutations 
are equal, and at low temperatures their contributions become approximately equal. 
Any attempt to treat {PR\p(P/2)\R') (R'\p(P/2)\R) as a probability will yield an 
estimator composed of contributions of random sign. Monte Carlo techniques are ill-
suited to subtraction, since the signal-to-noise ratio is small. This is the well-known 
fermion sign problem, which plagues many-body Monte Carlo techniques. 
3.6.3 Fixed-node Formulation 
The Hamiltonian commutes with the permutation operator, so imaginary time prop-
agation does not alter the exchange symmetry of any state. This implies that the 
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antisymmetrization of the density matrix can be applied to the initial condition of the 
Bloch equation ((i|jo(0)|j) = %) , instead of its solution, (R\p(P)\R'). The fermion 
density matrix is thus the solution to the Bloch equation with initial condition, 
(R\pj(o)\R') = Jr<U-i)P (PR\p(o)\R') - (3-55) 
= jfiZU-lf (PR\i) W') (3-56) 
= jiU-l)P6(PR-R')- (357) 
The nodes of the fermion density matrix for fixed RQ at time t are specified by 
one equation, pj(R, RQ] t) = 0, and so have dimension 3N— 1. We note that the nodes 
are imaginary time-dependent and depend on the initial condition, through Ro. This 
special point, RQ, is called the reference point, since the nodes at all times reference 
its position. 
Let us define a nodal cell as the (ZN + l)-dimensional set of points which can be 
reached at time t by a time-directed path which starts at RQ and crosses no nodes. 
Since Pf(Ro,Ro',0) > 0, the fermion density matrix is positive at all points inside 
the nodal cell. Inside such a cell, we can obtain the same solution by replacing the 
antisymmetric initial condition with the Boltzmannon initial condition plus a zero 
boundary condition at the nodes. The proof is based on two points: (i) the exact 
density matrix vanishes at its own nodes (by definition) and (ii) the Bloch equation, 
with these initial and boundary conditions, has a unique non-trivial solution [52]. 
This fixed-node solution, then, must be the exact fermion density matrix. 
A simple way to enforce the zero boundary condition is to add an infinite external 
potential outside the nodal cell [53]. The effect on the path integral expression for 
the density matrix is that intermediate coordinates are restricted to lie within the 
nodal cell. (The integration formally includes all configurations, but points outside 
the nodal cell contribute with zero weight, due to the infinite external potential.) 
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We can now obtain the fermion density matrix inside a nodal cell, but still require 
an expression for the observables. No observable can distinguish among identical 
fermions, so the restricted operator integral over a positive nodal cell, ft+, is simply 
related to the integral over the full space by, 
fa, dR0(R)Pf(R,R; P) _ Ja dR Q(R)ps(R,R; fi) 
J^dRpf(R,R;P) ~ SadRP}{R,R;P) [6™> 
3.6.4 Permutat ions 
Because p/(R, PR; P) is negative for any odd permutation P, no path can end at PR 
without crossing a node. By restricting the paths to remain inside one nodal region, 
one need only consider even particle permutations. 
3.6.5 Trial Nodes 
Finding the nodes of the fermion density matrix is an extremely difficult, and so far 
unsolved, task. Without exact knowledge of the nodes, we must make an ansatz 
for their location. Analogous ground state fixed-node studies (using diffusion Monte 
Carlo; see Chapter 5) have shown that, so long as the nodes are reasonable, the 
energy is largely insensitive to their exact location. 'Reasonable' nodes divide the 
space symmetrically and are physically motivated. 
For the non-interacting Fermi gas, the density matrix is a determinant of Gaus-
sians: 
i 2 
p,^RhR0;lT) = (iirXr)-"'l-' -[•P-iSlH. (3.59) 
The position rP' is the position of the particle in the jth position of the permuta-
tion P and at time IT. For a system of spin up and spin down electrons, two such 
determinants are used. 
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We need not know the positions of the nodes of this density matrix. It is suf-
ficient to know the sign of this density matrix between the reference point and the 
configuration at time IT, R\. We simply reject any moves to configurations for which 
P!Q{RO^RI)'^T) < 0. Note that these trial nodes are 'time-dependent', which breaks 
the time symmetry of the original path integral, (3.11). This implies that only the 
reference point, RQ, will be distributed according to pj(Ro,Ro]P). The interme-
diate points, {RI,...,RM-I} can have another distribution. We have used these 
free-particle nodes in our simulations of dense hydrogen. 
One might also use the the nodes of a determinant of plane waves, by occupying 
states up to the free particle Fermi level. These ground-state nodes are conveniently 
free of both reference point and time dependence, but they have been found to give 
unsatisfactory results in 3He [53]. Consequently, we do not use ground-state trial 
nodes. 
3.6.6 Dual Reference Points 
We expect the free-particle density matrix to have reasonable nodes for small imagi-
nary times, that is, for configurations close to the reference point, because the kinetic 
energy dominates the influence of the interaction at high temperatures. Conversely, 
we expect the greatest error in the nodes to occur at low temperature, where corre-
lations are large. We can improve the situation using the following trick [53], which 
limits the time argument of the nodes to [0, /?/2], half the original range. 
Before making the fixed-node approximation, let us first symmetrically factor the 
fermion density matrix once, 
Pf(R, R;P) = J dR' P}(R, R'; p/2)pf(R', R; P/2). (3.60) 
The integral is to be performed over all space, but can be rewritten in terms of an 
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integral over a single nodal region. That this is possible relies on two facts. First, 
nodal regions of the exact fermion density matrix have a simple tiling property, 
which results from the exchange symmetries of the density matrix [52]. Each nodal 
region maps into each other through some permutation, P, so the entire space may 
be 'tiled' by applying the Nl possible permutations to the points inside a single nodal 
region. Second, the integrand of Eq. 3.60 is invariant under the tiling transformation, 
R' —• PR', since the fermion density matrix is symmetric in its spatial arguments 
and the magnitude of each term is unchanged by particle permutation. That is, 
pf(R, PR'; P/2)PJ(PR', R; P/2) = pf(R, R'; p/2)pf(R', R; p/2), (3.61) 
for all P. 
We note that, since the N\ permutations might tile the configuration space as 
many as JV!/2 times (which occurs in the instance a single positive and a single 
negative nodal region), the integral over a single nodal region is proportional to, but 
not necessarily equal to, the full integral, Eq. 3.60. The constant of proportionality 
disappears, since observables are expressed as a ratio of integrals, as in Eq. 3.8. 
Let us now replace each fermion density matrix with a fixed-node density matrix. 
The benefit of the restricted integration becomes clear. The imaginary time argument 
in each factor is limited to the range [0, P/2], half the original range. Since the nodes 
are well known at high temperatures, this simple change will improve the fixed-node 
approximation. 
3.6.7 Nodal Action 
The pair-product form for the high-temperature action is no longer adequate in the 
presence of a confining potential, because the matrix squaring is performed in the 
absence of any external potentials. We correct for this omission by including a nodal 
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term in the high-temperature action, leading to faster convergence in T. The ma-
trix squaring algorithm performs the average over Gaussian paths, specified in the 
Feynman-Kac relation. Because the paths carry Gaussian weights, only configurations 
close to a node will be significantly affected by the nodal action. 
Of the paths which pass through the points Ri and Ri+i, a fraction cross the nodal 
hypersurface, and consequently should be excluded from the calculation. The high-
temperature action, U(Ri,Rt+i) is therefore weighted, according to the probability 
that a path from Ri to i?j+i does not cross the nearby node. 
This probability is computed as follows. The distance from a configuration, Ri, 
to the nodal surface is estimated by Newton's method [54]. The trial density matrix 
and its gradient are first computed between the reference point and Ri. The distance 
to the node is then estimated as 
A rigorous upper bound on the distance to a node is obtained by observing that the 
density matrix must vanish if two particles are coincident in space. The distance from 
Ri to the node then satisfies the inequality, di < min{ r,j} for all i and j . If we assume 
the nodes are locally planar, the resulting nodal contribution to the action is given 
by the probability for a one-dimensional Brownian walk from di to di+i to cross the 
origin, 
V l - H 
1 - e " »T (3.63) Unode{Rl, Rl+1', T) = - In 
As with the other terms in the high-temperature action, the nodal action becomes 
exact as the time step vanishes. The errors in the short-range, long-range, and nodal 
action are difficult to segregate, but the chosen time step should be sufficiently small 
that the average effect of the nodal action is minimal. 
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3.7 Monte Carlo Evaluation of Pa th Integrals 
The Metropolis algorithm, introduced in Chapter 2, is often used in systems where 
a small number of degrees of freedom may be independently varied, so the overhead 
involved in making a trial move and conditionally accepting it can be small. Because 
each coordinate in the path-integral kernel is coupled to its nearest neighbors (in 
imaginary time) by a spring-like action, a straightforward Metropolis approach is 
ineffective. Moving a single time slice through a distance smaller than a de Broglie 
wavelength is likely to be accepted, but the resulting random walk traverses phase 
space very slowly. On the other hand, a large move is likely to rejected, so again the 
walk is inefficient. 
In general, one can show that, by moving single time slices, the expected time for 
a path to change its overall shape (or move its centroid4 a given distance) scales as 
M3, where M is the total number of time slices on the path. Clearly a more efficient 
approach is necessary. To avoid the M3 scaling, we must consider simultaneous moves 
of multiple time slices. In the following we discuss the bisection algorithm, which 
efficiently samples a section of the path. We also consider simple translations of the 
entire path, useful for heavy particles, and permutation sampling, necessary for the 
Fermi statistics of the electrons. 
3.7.1 Bisection Algorithm 
We have demonstrated the need for moves involving multiple time slices on the path. 
One possible approach, known as the threading algorithm, 'cuts' out a section of 
the path between two endpoints, then grows a new path, guided by a trial action, 
from on endpoint to the other [55]. Once the new path is constructed, it is accepted 
4The centroid is the 'center of mass' of a path. 
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or rejected based on a Metropolis acceptance probability. The disadvantage of this 
approach is that one must construct an entire path before learning whether it will 
be accepted. The bisection algorithm, a multi-level Metropolis method [47], corrects 
this deficiency by permitting rejections as the path is constructed. 
In the bisection algorithm, the path is sampled in several stages, with each stage 
called a level. Associated with each level is an arbitrary probability distribution, %-&, 
and an a priori transition probability, Tk, where k is the level. The acceptance prob-
ability at each level is constructed from 7T& and Tk to ensure that the total transition 
probability to a new path exactly satisfies the detailed balance condition. The basic 
idea of this approach is that a complicated move can be built up incrementally, with 
rejection possible at each stage of the process. A move is accepted when it advances 
through all stages of the algorithm. 
This is known as a 'bisection' algorithm, because the sampling levels are defined to 
generate a trial path by recursively bisecting a large time interval. Consider a section 
of path consisting of a chain of 2' — 1 time slices, labeled {JR,-+I, . . . ,
 JRf+2|—i}) *° De 
re-sampled. In the first level, the configuration, Pq+21-1, halfway through the chain, 
is sampled. This point is then accepted or rejected. Next the two configurations, 
i?t+2i-2 and i?,+3.2'-2, are sampled and conditionally accepted. This bisection proce-
dure continues until the whole chain has been sampled or until a rejection occurs. 
The advantage of this algorithm is its ability to reject unlikely moves at an early 
stage, before substantial computation has occurred. The bisection technique orders 
the levels of path sampling so that the moves most likely to be rejected occur early 
in the algorithm. 
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3.7.2 Simple Displacements 
For very heavy particles, where exchange is unimportant and the path size, of order 
•\/Xfi, is much smaller than the inter-particle spacing, sampling can be very slow. The 
bisection method will change the shape of the path efficiently, but can not.effectively 
move its centroid. A perfectly valid Monte Carlo move is a simple displacement 
of a particle's entire path. A new position is uniformly sampled in a small cube 
centered on the path's centroid. The action is computed at the new position and the 
move is conditionally accepted. The acceptance rate can be increased by limiting the 
range of the move to a fraction of the inter-particle spacing. If most of the moves 
are accepted, the moves are too small and the walk inefficiently samples the phase 
space. Conversely, if the moves are so large that few are accepted, the walk is again 
inefficient. The size of the cube is adjusted to obtain one acceptance per two attempts, 
a reasonable compromise between these limits. 
3.7.3 Permutations 
To properly treat Fermi statistics, we must sample the permutation space of the 
electrons as we sample the configuration space. The permutation operator commutes 
with the Hamiltonian, so it can be moved to any position in the path-integral, allowing 
more efficient sampling of the permutation space. 
Once we have selected a section of path to move, a permutation is first sampled. 
The permutation move is local, and in the case of Fermi statistics involves a single 
or three particle cyclic exchange. Inclusion of the single-body exchange, that is the 
null permutation move, prevents the random walk from becoming periodic. The trial 
permutation is sampled from all such permutations using a local heat bath approach. 
Similar sampling algorithms are used in lattice models to accelerate the random walk. 
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A permutation is chosen with probability 
£
; a ^ / E e i S ^ . (3.64) 
P' 
The permutation sum runs only over trial permutations connected to the initial per-
mutation by a single- or three-particle exchange. This is reminiscent of a classical 
Boltzmann probability for the local environment of P, thus the 'heat bath' designa-
tion. To compute (3.64), all single- and three-body permutations are considered and 
a table of relative probabilities is constructed. Once the normalization is known, a 
permutation move is sampled by mapping a uniform variate into this table. In order 
to preserve detailed balance, we must compute the transition probability for the re-
verse step (P' -» P), then perform a Metropolis rejection step. Once a permutation 
is accepted, a trial path is constructed with the bisection algorithm. 
3.7.4 Estimating Physical Observables 
Physical observables are computed as an average over the random walk defined by the 
density matrix. Operators which do not commute with H, such as the pair correlation 
functions, are evaluated at the reference point only. Explicitly, our estimators are: 
M = (E^,w) (3.65) 
</(r,r') = / g 6 ( r , - r ) 6 ( r , - r ' ) \ (3.66) 
^naga0{r) = ( ]£*(r - ru)S0ipSaja)\ . (3.67) 
The Hamiltonian commutes with the high-temperature density matrix so it may 
act at any point on the path. The simplest energy estimator is obtained by allowing 
the Hamiltonian to act on the first density matrix factor: 
Tr[ffp(T)p(/3-r)] 
{n)
~ Tv[p(P)] 
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but this expression is complex and involves gradients of the action. More convenient 
is the estimator 
obtained by taking the /? derivative of Tr [p(P)]5- One unfortunate feature of this 
energy estimator is that it becomes very noisy for small time steps, since the kinetic 
energy involves a difference of two terms of order r. The kinetic energy will be of 
order NkT, so the signal to noise grows as P/T as the time step vanishes. Herman et 
al. have introduced a 'virial' energy estimator which trades the problematic kinetic 
term for a more complicated but better behaved expression [56]. 
5We have used the shorthand notation: 
(Ri - Ri-tf/X = £ (tjiir) - Tj([i - l]r))2/V (3.70) 
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Chapter 4 
Path-Integral Calculations of 
Dense Hydrogen 
In this chapter, we present results of a path-integral Monte Carlo study of dense 
hydrogen in the regime of molecular dissociation. Our results are generally consistent 
with those of the chemical model of Saumon and Chabrier (SC92) [40], although the 
quantitative results differ somewhat. The most significant result is the observation of 
behaviors both consistent with and suggestive of a first order plasma phase transition. 
We find that the molecular gas dissociates into a partially ionized atomic fluid, in 
contrast with the conventional molecular-metallic picture. 
Equally important is the spontaneous formation of atoms and molecules in our 
calculations, from a system composed only of fully interacting protons and electrons. 
This gives us confidence in the fermion path-integral Monte Carlo method, and invites 
its future application to problems such as the electron-hole liquid and liquid cesium. 
Limited computational resources necessarily limit the accuracy of our calculations, 
so we discuss the limitations of the calculation and offer suggestions for its systematic 
improvement. Improved approximations for the high-temperature action and faster 
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computers should make an accurate tabulation of hydrogen's equation of state quite 
simple in the near future. 
4.1 Details of the System Under Study 
We now consider a neutral, unpolarized mixture of protons and electrons (Np = Ne = 
N/2; Nei = Nei = Ne/2) in a periodically repeated cubic cell of fixed volume, ft, 
and in thermodynamic equilibrium at a temperature, T. At times we will speak of 
'atomic' or 'molecular' hydrogen, but we always mean this collection of protons and 
electrons interacting with bare Coulomb potentials. 
Even in Jupiter's core the electrons are fully non-relativistic so the Hamiltonian 
is simply 
where # is the charge and a; € {e,p} is the species of the zth particle. We specify 
density in terms of the Wigner sphere radius, rs, defined as 
^ M = s ^ = »;', (4.2) 
where <%o = 2Ae/e2 is the Bohr radius.1 We choose energy units in which ks = 1, so 
energies are reported in degrees Kelvin (°K); lengths are given in Angstroms (A). 
The potential energy term in (4.1) is evaluated in periodic boundary conditions 
using the Ewald summation method. The Coulomb potential is broken into one 
long- and one short-ranged piece, according to the optimized breakup of Natoli and 
Ceperley [57]. The Fourier transform of the spherically symmetric Coulomb potential 
depends only on the length of the reciprocal lattice vectors of the simulation cell. 
The set of all such ^-vectors related by symmetry is termed a shell. To determine a 
*The density in g/cm3 is given by 2.6%/r*. 
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suitable 6-space cutoff, we vary the number of shells included and observe convergence 
in the potential energy. As a test, the Madelung constant of a sodium chloride 
structure is computed and checked against the exact value [58]. Static energies in 
the crystal converge to within 100 °K using only nine shells of 6-vectors, considerably 
smaller than the other errors. 
The molecular to atomic transformation lies just outside the reach of current 
shockwave experiments. The equation of state in the vicinity of the transformation is 
unknown and consequently is the limiting factor in giant planet modeling. Our sim-
ulation parameters, temperature and density, are centered on the proposed location 
of the critical point terminating a plasma phase transition (PPT) [40]. 
In a dilute gas, the Saha equation describes the degree of thermal ionization [59]. 
At high density, this process is more complicated, due to the combined thermal and 
pressure effects. Although the Saha equation no longer applies, we can still identify 
the ground state energy of an isolated hydrogen atom, one Rydberg, as the relevant 
energy scale for ionization. Thermal ionization is expected to occur near a tem-
perature of one Rydberg, T = lRy = 157 700 °K. The onset of ionization due to 
degeneracy should occur at a density where the Fermi energy of a free electron gas is 
one Rydberg. The Fermi energy of the T = 0 ideal Fermi gas at density ne is 
EF = Ae(37T2ne)2/3. (4.3) 
The dissociation energy of an isolated molecule is 51600 °K, so the molecular phase 
is expected for T •< 50000°K. Molecular dissociation in this regime has not yet 
been observed experimentally, though shockwave experiments are beginning to probe 
the relevant regime [60] and have confirmed the stability of D2 to (T = 7070 °K, 
P = 0.76 Mbar) [24]. Current experiments apparently observe partial dissociation 
at (T = 5000 °K,P = 0.9 Mbar) [23]. Figure 4.1 shows our simulation parameters 
and the energy scales discussed above. The four densities shown correspond to: rs = 
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Figure 4.1: Temperatures and densities of the hydrogen simulations. The solid and 
dashed lines indicate the points at which kBT and the Fermi energy equal one Rydberg 
and 0.327 Ry (the dissociation energy of H2), respectively. 
{2.2,2.0,1.86,1.751}. 
Thermal energies are comparable to the Fermi energy in our calculations, so we 
expect significant degeneracy effects, characterized by the degeneracy parameter, 0 = 
kT/Ep. Using fixed-node PIMC, Pierleoni et al. found the hydrogen plasma is well 
described by Debye-Huckel theory for temperatures 6 > 4 [34]. Conditions in our 
simulations, which range from 6 « 0.025 to 9 « 1.0, are considerably more degenerate, 
so Debye-Huckel will not apply. 
The thermal de Broglie wavelength of the particles is a useful indicator of the 
importance of quantum effects in the system. While the electron wavelength varies 
from about 1A to 6 A at the highest and lowest temperatures, respectively, the proton 
wavelength is still only 0.14 A at T = 5000 °K. Compared to the typical inter-particle 
spacing of 1 A, the proton wavelength is sufficiently small that exchange effects will 
be negligible for the protons at all temperatures considered. Test calculations which 
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include full Fermi statistics for both species confirm the absence of proton exchange. 
Protons are consequently treated as distinguishable in our simulations. The protons 
and electrons remain on equal footing from a quantum-mechanical point of view, 
however, since each particle is fully represented by a Feynman path. This causes no 
particular difficulty, in contrast to other methods. 
4.2 Systematic Errors 
While the path-integral formalism is in principle exact, practical details associated 
with the trial nodes, finite size, and finite time step introduce small but controllable 
errors. Fixed-node errors of total energies in Natoli's diffusion Monte Carlo studies 
of the ground state of hydrogen are approximately 1000 °K in the atomic solid at 
ra = 1.31 [18]; these effects should be even smaller at finite temperature and lower 
density. 
We are interested in bulk hydrogen, but our study is naturally limited to a finite 
particle count. Degenerate calculations (9 < 1) are an already demanding application 
of this method, so we are limited to a total of 64 particles, that is Ne = Np = 32. 
Periodic boundary conditions remove the largest surface effects, but energies in our 
simulations may still deviate somewhat from the bulk. While we are unable at present 
to assess systematically the finite size effects, those of the ideal Fermi gas offer a 
reasonable estimate. The kinetic energy of a finite sized Fermi gas at 5000 °K and 
50000°K is plotted versus system size in Figure 4.2. Finite size errors in a iVf = 16 
fermion system are less than five percent at 50000°K, but grow to ten percent at 
5000 °K. The size dependence is substantially suppressed by the thermal occupation 
of states. 
The molecular fluid should be less sensitive to system size, since the effective 
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Figure 4.2: Size dependence of the rs = 2.0 free Fermi gas kinetic energy at T = 
5000"K (squares) and T = 50000"K (circles), computed with Monte Carlo. The 
kinetic energy is plotted relative to the bulk value. 
potentials between neutral molecules are short-ranged. PIMC studies by Theilhaber 
and Alder of a single hydrogen molecule show surprisingly good agreement with the 
thermodynamic Debye-Huckel theory at high temperature [61]. Studies by Pierleoni 
et al. of 108 to 220 particle hydrogen plasmas showed no significant size dependence. 
The actual size dependence can either be determined empirically by varying system 
size or through a blocking analysis [62]. 
As shown in Section 3.5, the high-temperature action is an essential ingredient in 
the PIMC method. The absolute accuracy of this object, which controls the accuracy 
of our calculations, is determined by the time step, r = P/M. To determine an 
appropriate value, a time step study is performed in which r is independently 
varied, and observables are monitored for convergence. The simulation time grows and 
the accuracy of the high-temperature action improves as M —* oo. In our simulations, 
we choose r - 1 = 106 °K, which gives a reasonable tradeoff between computational 
effort and accuracy. With this time step, a simulation at T = 125 000 °K requires 
40.0 
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eight time slices while T = 5000 °K requires two hundred. 
Errors in the high-temperature action result primarily from the neglect of three-
body terms and are therefore largely local in nature. The optimal time step should 
be accordingly insensitive to system size. We fix the time step at a single value for 
all calculations to simplify the analysis of the finite time steps. 
In molecular hydrogen, the particles interact four at a time, so we must be espe-
cially careful in making the pair approximation. The molecule is effectively a pocket 
of increased local density, which should require a shorter time step. As a check, a 
separate time step study is performed on a molecule at low temperature. 
With our time step, systematic errors in the total energies are less than 10000°K 
per atom. The corresponding errors in the potential and kinetic energies, however, 
could be larger, if the errors are anti-correlated. These errors are for the highest 
density, rs = 1.75, and are smaller at the lower densities. With the above errors, 
reported pressures are accurate to within 0.2 Mbar at rs = 1.75 and 0.1 Mbar at 
rs = 2.2. Observables other than the energies can also be affected by the finite time 
step. PIMC at T - 1 = 106 °K, for example, underestimates the isolated H2 bond length 
by 0.01 A, or 3%. 
Unfortunately, our computation resources limited the study to the reported ac-
curacy. Nothing prevents systematic improvement of these results, however. The 
calculations typically took from 20 CPU hours (T = 125 000 °K) to 1000 CPU hours 
(T = 5000 °K) on an HP Series 9000, Model 735 workstation. For our purposes, 
which do not include the study of small energy differences (as done in ground state 
determinations of phase boundaries), the absolute accuracy of energies is not criti-
cal. Ultimately, better expressions for the high-temperature action, more accurate 
determination of the nodal surface, and greater computational resources will enable 
extremely accurate tabulation of the hydrogen equation of state. 
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4.3 Results 
Using PIMC, we determine the phase diagram of hydrogen in the regime of molecular 
formation. Again, a chemical picture is not fully justified in this region, but it is 
nonetheless convenient to refer to the phases above and below the transition as atomic 
and molecular hydrogen. 
4.3.1 The Hot Atomic Gas 
The length of a PIMC calculation grows as temperature decreases, so we first study 
hot systems, then successively decrease the temperature until molecules form. 
A few simple test cases increase confidence in the PIMC method and serve as 
reference. A first test is an isolated hydrogen atom at T = 10000°K, where it 
is essentially in its ground state. For the hydrogen atom, the pair approximation 
becomes exact, so comparison between simulation and theory is an excellent test of 
the computer codes, the potentials, and the high-temperature pair action. 
The simulation is performed in a large, periodic box, since a hydrogen atom in 
free space is unstable to entropic ionization. In addition to energies, which compare 
favorably to exact ground state values, the simulations also produce the electron-
proton radial distribution function, gpe(r). This is compared in Figure 4.3 to the 
analytic ground state wave function of hydrogen. Both have been multiplied by the 
spherical phase space factor, r2, to yield a radial probability distribution for the 
electron. Similar results obtain for the isolated helium atom and hydrogen molecule. 
In an atomic gas, the proton-electron pair correlation function contains contribu-
tions from neighboring atoms, but the area r < 1A around the proton is fairly well 
isolated, due to the stiff effective inter-atomic repulsion. Consequently, r2hpe(r) in 
this region has a strong atomic signature, with the height of the peak inversely related 
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Figure 4.3: The proton-electron pair correlation function at T = 10000 °K and the 
square of the ground state hydrogen radial wave function, $(r). 
to the level of ionization. The direct correlation function, defined as h(r) = g(r) — 1, 
has constant value zero in the free Fermi gas. A more sophisticated characterization 
of the ionization may be obtained by defining natural orbitals as the eigenfunctions 
of the two-particle off-diagonal density matrix [63, 64]. We have not performed such 
an analysis, however, since separate calculations are required to obtain off-diagonal 
elements of the density matrix. 
We plot r2hpe(r) for PIMC calculations of the 64 particle atomic fluid at 1.75 < 
rs < 2.2 and 12500°K < T < 125000°K in Figure 4.4. Comparing Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, 
the atomic character of the fluid at (T = 12500°K,rs = 2.2) is evident. The level of 
ionization, inversely related to the size of the peak at 0.5A, increases upon heating 
or compression. The broad minimum near 1.5A is especially indicative of an atomic 
character, since it shows that electrons are bound to protons long enough to keep other 
electrons away. Even at the highest temperatures and densities, the electron remains 
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Figure 4.4: Proton-electron direct radial probability functions, r2hpe(r), in the hot, 
dense atomic gas. 
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Figure 4.5: Inter-protonic pair correlation function, gpp(r), of the one component 
plasma (OCP) and the electron-proton mixture, each at T = 125 000 °K, ra = 2.2. 
somewhat correlated with the proton, so the inter-protonic repulsion is screened. 
The effect of this screening on the proton distribution is seen in Figure 4.5, where 
gpp(r) is shown with that of the quantum one component plasma under the same 
conditions,2 (T = 125000°K, rs = 2.0). The screening shortens the range of the 
inter-protonic repulsion, so the size of the correlation hole is substantially diminished 
and its shape stiffened, relative to the OCP. As the temperature is lowered, the size of 
the correlation hole increases since the protons lose kinetic energy and less effectively 
probe the core of the potential. At higher density, screening diminishes and gpp(r) 
moves toward the OCP result. 
Hydrogen is therefore far from the uncorrected limit of the one component plasma 
under these conditions. This is somewhat surprising, since the corresponding free 
electron gas at 9 = 0.17 is normally considered fully degenerate. Stellar hydrogen 
is typically modeled as an OCP when 0 < 0.05[65]. While this is valid at higher 
2The quantum effects in the one component plasma are negligible at 125 000 °K, so our argument 
applies equally well to the classical OCP. 
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densities, one must be careful in using 9 « 1 as the sole criterion for full electron 
degeneracy. 
The observation of a strongly correlated, partially ionized atomic fluid above the 
transition is significant, since some researchers have assumed a transition directly 
from a molecular gas into a fully ionized plasma [38]. SC92, on the other hand, 
separately accounted for protons, electrons, atoms, and molecules in their chemical 
model. They observed a domain of gradual ionization similar to ours. Any chemical 
model which hopes to reproduce this phase must therefore include charged as well as 
neutral species. 
Among the chemical approaches, Saumon and Chabrier's (SC92) free-energy model 
is the most detailed and presumably most accurate [40]. A comparison to our results 
is thus warranted. Our pressures are computed using the virial estimator, which for 
Coulomb interactions takes the form 
P = jW) + (T)}. (4.4) 
While pressures at high temperature are easy to obtain, precise estimates of the 
pressures at low temperature are difficult, because the virial estimator becomes noisy 
in this limit. The problem occurs because the pressure, an order T quantity, is 
calculated as the sum of total and kinetic energies, of opposite sign and order unity. 
Figure 4.6 compares our computed pressures with those of SC92 at T = 15625°K, 
just above the proposed PPT critical point. Agreement is reasonably good at low 
density, with most of the difference attributable to systematic time step errors in our 
calculations. Studies with shorter time steps indicate the pressures may decrease by 
as much as 0.1 Mbar. The isothermal compressibility in both cases is comparable 
at low density, but the comparison becomes worse as the system is compressed. The 
steep increase in Chabrier's pressures may be due to the ad hoc addition of hard cores 
to the inter-particle potentials. 
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Figure 4.6: Pressures computed in the present work (circles) and in Saumon and 
Chabrier, 1992 (squares), at T = 15625 °K. 
4.3.2 Formation of the Molecular Fluid 
At extremely low density, molecules are unstable to entropic dissociation. Upon slight 
isothermal compression, molecules form. Further compression induces dissociation, 
as the chemical potential increases, forcing electrons into high energy states. At a 
lower temperature the thermal contribution to dissociation diminishes, and molecules 
can survive to somewhat higher densities. The density of molecular formation, nx, is 
therefore temperature dependent, and we expect dnx/dT < 0. 
In Fig. 4.7, incipient molecular formation is evident below 15000°K at low density. 
If we cool the hydrogen further, down to 5000 ° K. the proton-electron pair correlations 
functions, plotted in Fig. 4.8, show a clear signature of molecular formation. 
At (T = 5000°K,rs = 2.2), a large region around a molecule excluding other 
molecules appears. This is associated with the development of a stiff intermolecular 
repulsion. The size of the excluded region implies an effective molecular core radius of 
0.6 A. In SC92, the H2-H2 potential was given an ad hoc hard core of radius 0.71 A, 
' I . L 
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Figure 4.7: Proton-proton pair correlation functions of the hot, dense atomic gas. 
Despite the strong electron-proton correlation, there is little structure in gPP{r), except 
at low density and temperature where incipient bound states appear. 
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Figure 4.8: Proton-proton pair correlation functions of hydrogen in the regime of 
molecular formation. As the system is cooled, molecules first appear at low density. 
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Figure 4.9: Proton-electron direct radial probability functions, r2hpe(r), in the vicinity 
of molecular dissociation. 
since available effective intermolecular potentials are uncertain for separations less 
than 1.5 A. Although the potential is relatively stiff, these hard cores are not entirely 
appropriate. Above 5000 °K, the molecules are sufficiently energetic to frequently 
probe the core. The effect of the hard cores is to raise the pressures, since the 
existence of an excluded region increases the kinetic energy, but the pressures in 
SC92 remain uniformly below ours in the transformation region. This is an apparent 
result of the low temperature and pressure constraints on the model. 
Surprisingly, at low density the proton-electron radial distribution is largely un-
affected by molecular formation, as seen in Fig. 4.9. Although the radial distribution 
of electrons does not change, the angular distribution collapses into the bond region. 
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Figure 4.10: Electron kinetic energy under isochoric cooling. The density parameter, 
rs, is indicated in parentheses. The kinetic energy increases as the electron localizes 
in the bond. The effect increases at higher density. The proton is essentially classical, 
except at the lowest temperatures. 
This confinement costs kinetic energy and may be the source of a phase transition 
at higher density. As illustrated in Fig. 4.10, the electron kinetic energy increases 
dramatically as the molecules form, and the magnitude of the effect increases with 
density. Despite the kinetic cost, the molecule remains energetically favorable, since 
each electron can lower the potential energy by correlating its motion with two pro-
tons. The increase in electron-electron potential is smaller, since the electrons are 
light and can effectively avoid each other. The quantum nature of the proton, while 
immaterial to the dissociation, begins to show below 10000°K, where the proton ki-
netic energy exceeds (3/2) kT by 10%. This deviation from classical behavior accounts 
for less than 5% of the total energy. 
As shown in Fig. 4.11, dissociation occurs quite gradually at the lowest density, 
suggesting a continuous transformation from a molecular to a partially ionized atomic 
fluid. Dissociation occurs more quickly at rs = 2.0, and becomes very abrupt at 
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Figure 4.11: The proton-proton correlation function, evaluated at the observed bond 
length, 0.69 A, at all temperatures and densities considered. P is the inverse temper-
ature. 
rs = 1.86. This behavior may be associated with the presence of a first order transition 
and critical point, to be discussed in Section 4.6. 
4.4 Bond Length Contraction 
The bond length in fluid molecular hydrogen typically contracts upon compression. 
A temperature-independent bond length of 0.67 A may be estimated from the cor-
relation functions at ra = 2.2 (Fig. 4.8), about 10% below the zero pressure value 
of 0.742 A [66]. As the density is increased, the bond further contracts to 0.65 A at 
ra = 1.86. At (T = 5000°K,rs = 1.75), the molecular phase is not fully developed, 
so the bond length cannot be accurately determined. 
Bond length contraction is also observed in ground state Diffusion Monte Carlo 
(DMC) studies of molecular hydrogen [17]. At ra = 1.75, DMC predicts a bond 
length of approximately 0.69 A in the molecular solid, 7% longer than we observe. 
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DMC bond lengths converge to a zero pressure value for densities below rs = 2.2, 
while our bond length is still changing at these densities, due to collisions in the finite 
temperature fluid. As stated above, with our time step, PIMC slightly underestimates 
the bond length. With a reduced time step of r - 1 = 2.7 x 106 °K, PIMC successfully 
reproduces the experimental value. 
4.5 The Revised Phase Diagram 
From the radial distribution functions, we can roughly locate the transformation 
at each density. An updated phase diagram (see Fig. 3.1), which incorporates our 
findings, is shown in Fig. 4.12. Because hydrogen appears to be atomic above the 
transformation, the dashed line separating the atomic fluid and plasma has been 
moved, so it no longer connects with the proposed PPT critical point. The slope of the 
molecular-atomic transformation is now negative, eliminating the puzzling reentrant 
plasma behavior present in the original phase diagram. This result is satisfying, 
since it supports the natural idea of thermal and degeneracy effects as cooperative 
factors in dissociation. If we assume the proposed first order phase transition must 
terminate in a critical point at some density above ra = 2.2 (based on the continuous 
transformation apparent in Fig. 4.8), we obtain the revised transformation line shown. 
The spontaneous formation of molecules in this system, where the only inputs 
are high-temperature density matrices appropriate to a 106oK plasma and nodal 
boundaries of a free fermion gas, is a testament of the power of the fixed-node PIMC 
method for strongly correlated Fermi systems. It may be surprising that molecules, 
so unlike a one-component plasma, can form using free-particle nodes. This result, 
however, is quite plausible for two reasons. First, the nodes are imaginary-time 
dependent, making free-particle nodes quite appropriate for a large portion of the 
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Figure 4.12: An updated phase diagram for hydrogen, incorporating the findings 
of the present work. The molecular-atomic phase boundary now has negative slope. 
The line separating the atomic gas and the plasma no longer terminates at the second 
critical point, since atomic hydrogen is observed above the dissociation transition. 
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path. Second, the use of dual reference points implies that, for a simulation at 
temperature T, only the nodes of hydrogen at temperatures above 2T are needed. 
Finally, the nodes are only between like spins. Since the electron spins are different 
on a molecule, the effects of the nodes should be small as the molecules form. 
4.6 The Plasma Phase Transition? 
Whether a first order dissociation transition exists in hydrogen is a long-standing 
and still unanswered question. It has been argued that the molecular gas should 
transform continuously into a fully ionized plasma, but there is no overwhelming 
reason to believe that a first order phase transition could not exist. Witness an 
ordinary liquid-gas transition, where no symmetry breaking occurs, but a first order 
transition with attendant latent heat exists nonetheless. 
With PIMC, then, we hope to address this question. We simply simulate the 
system near the transition, and observe whether critical behavior appears. In the 
following, we therefore assume a first-order plasma phase transition exists, determine 
its characteristic properties, and look for these in our calculations. 
Due to the cooperative effects of temperature and degeneracy, the PPT is quite 
similar to the melting transition in ordinary water. It is characterized by a density 
discontinuity (or equivalently a divergence in the isothermal compressibility) as one 
crosses the phase boundary. This behavior, as observed in SC92, is shown in the V-T 
diagram, Fig. 4.13. Consistency with the negatively sloped coexistence line requires 
the density to increase when the system is cooled isobarically. This follows from 
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation [67]. The magnitude of the discontinuity decreases 
with increasing molar volume, until a critical point is reached (at n = 0.35 g/cm3, 
T = 15 310 °K in SC92). A lower densities, the phase transition proceeds continuously. 
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Figure 4.13: Representative isobars in Saumon and Chabrier (1992) [40]. The positive 
density discontinuity requires dP/dT < 0 along the phase boundary. 
Since dPx/dT < 0 along the transition, the transition has a distinct signature at 
constant volume. The density discontinuity manifests itself as a region of increasing 
pressure as the system is isochorically cooled. This unusual behavior is familiar 
from the freezing transition of water. At fixed density, the pressure must collapse 
onto this coexistence line as the system is cooled through the transition. Figure 
4.14 demonstrates this behavior, as observed in the chemical model of SC92. The 
proposed molecular-metallic coexistence line, which terminates in a critical point at 
(T = 15310°K,P = 0.614 Mbar), is also shown. As pointed out by Saumon and 
Chabrier, one cannot rule out the possibility that the first-order transition appears 
purely as an artifact of the chemical model. For that reason, we look to the present 
results for evidence of the PPT's signature behavior. 
We find the first signs of molecular formation in the region 5000 °K < T < 
15 000 °K, somewhat cooler than in SC92, so we focus on the pressures in this vicinity. 
Pressures for r„ = 2.2 are shown in Fig. 4.15. Also shown are pressures computed 
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Figure 4.14: Pressures along four isochores from Chabrier, 1994 [68]. The densities 
correspond to: ra = 1.75 (squares), ra = 1.86 (diamonds), ra = 2.0 (triangles), and 
rs = 2.2 (stars). Also shown is the proposed coexistence line from Saumon and 
Chabrier, 1992. 
by Chabrier3 [68]; the pressure of a zero temperature molecular solid, computed by 
Ceperley [17]; and the calculated melting line for the molecular solid, from Ross et 
al. [24]. In this figure, we see a flattening of the pressure in the transition, but observe 
no region of increasing pressure. If a transition exists, then, this isochore must lie in 
the supercritical region. 
The free-energy model also shows no critical behavior at this density. Its pressure 
is lower at all temperatures and notably lacks the flattening we observe as molecules 
form below 15000°K. Such a striking deviation is not surprising, since the model is 
calibrated at low temperature and pressure to the molecular solid and at high temper-
ature and pressure by liquid perturbation theory. It is exactly in the transformation 
region that the effective potentials are untested, so the model can at best interpolate. 
Pressures along the rs = 2.0 isochore are shown in Fig. 4.16, again with those of 
3G. Chabrier recently computed these pressures from the free energy model of SC92. 
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Figure 4.15: Computed pressures along the ra = 2.2 isochore. The circles are the 
present results, and the squares are those of Chabrier [68]. The triangle at T = 0 
is the diffusion Monte Carlo result [17]. The dashed line is the computed melting 
curve of the molecular solid [24], while the solid line is the proposed plasma phase 
transition boundary from SC92. 
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Figure 4.16: Same as Fig. 4.15, but for rs = 2.0. 
Chabrier and the H2 melting line. At this slightly higher density, a distinct region of 
increasing pressure develops between 5000 °K and 10000°K. It is important to note 
that the region of increasing pressure coincides with the formation of molecules, as is 
evident from the inter-protonic radial distribution functions. This behavior is strongly 
suggestive of a phase boundary located on the line of negative dP/dT. Although the 
transition occurs at lower temperature than observed in SC92, the slope of the phase 
boundary is only slightly smaller. This suggests that the chemical model captures 
much of the physics relevant to the transition, although the details seem to be in 
error. 
Figure 4.17 shows the pressures at ra = 1.86. The features are similar to those 
at ra = 2.0, except the phase boundary is somewhat steeper. At this density, the 
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Figure 4.17: Same as Fig. 4.15, but for rs = 1.86. 
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Figure 4.18: Computed pressures, in the present work, along isochores at r5 = 
{1.86,2.0,2.2}. The solid line is the plasma phase transition, proposed by Saumon 
and Chabrier [40]. 
model pressures cross the SC92 phase boundary, and exhibit the required pressure 
increase. At ra = 1.75, the pressure also increases at the transition, but the relevant 
calculations, at 5000°K and 6250°K, are not reliable, due to insufficient sampling. 
The density discontinuity associated with isothermal dissociation requires that 
isochores from all densities collapse onto and overlap along the phase boundary. Pres-
sures at all densities are plotted in Fig. 4.18, where the curves do not form a common 
coexistence line. This situation may improve in more accurate calculations. As the 
time step is reduced, the slope and positions of the lines will adjust, with the high 
densities most affected. The time step error evidently steepens the phase boundary, 
so the rs = 2.0 line can be viewed as the current best estimate of its slope and po-
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Figure 4.19: Isobars at 0.75, 1.0, and 1.25 Mbar in the present work and a proposed 
coexistence region. 
sition. The pressure at rs = 2.2 has dP/dT > 0 for all temperatures, so the critical 
point must lie at a density 2.0 <ra < 2.2. 
Finite size effects may also modify the phase boundary. Small systems, where 
the surface to volume ratio is large, may avoid phase separation, narrowing the co-
existence region. For smaller time step and larger systems, then, it seems plausible 
that the isochores will collapse onto a flatter and somewhat broadened common phase 
boundary. 
Despite the uncertainties, we can sketch a V-T diagram similar to Fig. 4.13, shown 
in Fig. 4.19. The shape of the proposed coexistence region is inspired by that of SC92, 
but constrained by our data. 
Our calculations are certainly consistent with the notion of a PPT, and we observe 
behavior which is suggestive of its presence. We must study the r —• 0 and N —> oo 
limits, to verify the persistence of the observed behavior, but the pressure increase 
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will likely persist and be associated with a first order phase transition. Henceforth, 
we will proceed on the assumption that the existence of a phase transition has been 
established. Given that this transition occurs between a molecular and a partially 
ionized atomic fluid, the moniker 'Plasma Phase Transition' is probably inappropriate. 
We now argue that a first order transition with an associated dPx/dT < 0 co-
existence line is quite plausible. Let us first examine the mechanism of molecular 
formation. When a molecule forms, two electrons of opposite spin are 'captured' into 
the bond region, and this localization costs kinetic energy. In a dilute gas, molecules 
can form with an extended bond length, minimizing the kinetic cost of electron lo-
calization. As the density increases, however, the molecules must interact at short 
range, so the bond contracts to minimize this interaction energy. The electron kinetic 
energy increases substantially in this process, with the largest effect at high density.4 
The density dependence of this behavior is clearly seen in Fig. 4.10. At rs = 2.0 we 
observe a substantially contracted bond length of 0.65 A, compared to 0.742 A at zero 
pressure and 0.67 A beyond the transition at ra = 2.2. Between these limits, there 
must be a point where the density discontinuity associated with the bond contraction 
disappears. This is the critical point. 
4.7 Conclusions and Future Directions 
In conclusion, we have simulated the atomic and molecular hydrogen fluids by assem-
bling a fully interacting collection of protons and electrons. We observe the dissoci-
ation transformation, relevant to interior models of the giant planets, at somewhat 
lower temperatures than previous estimates. We have identified in this system be-
4The opposite effect occurs as the molecular solid forms. In the lattice, molecules localize and 
thereby avoid close range interactions. The bond length can therefore increase, and the kinetic 
energy decreases, lowering the pressure. 
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haviors characteristic of a first order phase transition, but systematic errors limit our 
ability to convincingly establish the existence of a phase transition. The method can 
be systematically improved, so a more precise determination should be possible in 
the near future. 
The phase boundary, PX(T) is negatively sloped, due to the cooperative effects 
of temperature and degeneracy in dissociation. Molecular hydrogen dissociates not 
into an ionized plasma, as previously thought, but into a partially ionized atomic 
fluid. Near the proposed critical point, the atomic phase appears to contain a low 
concentration of molecules as well. In a future study, we hope to obtain the natural 
electron orbitals and better characterize the atomic liquid. These orbitals may be 
obtained as the spectrum of the two-particle off-diagonal density matrix. 
In the atomic and plasma states of hydrogen, the fixed-node path-integral Monte 
Carlo method has been especially successful. A detailed tabulation of the equation of 
state at these experimentally inaccessible conditions, needed by planetary modelers, 
will be simple to obtain. For the molecular fluid and solid at lower temperatures, free-
particle nodes are probably not appropriate. Consequently, a more sophisticated rep-
resentation of the nodes, perhaps one which interpolates between free-particle nodes 
and the nodes of the hydrogen ground state, will be needed. Another application 
of this method might be binary mixtures of helium and hydrogen, the electron-hole 
liquid, and liquid cesium. 
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Chapter 5 
Ground State Quantum Monte 
Carlo Methods 
5.1 Imaginary Time Propagator 
We have shown that the density matrix, €~pH, is a solution to the Bloch equation. 
The density matrix is also the imaginary time propagator, as is apparent from 
the factoring property, 
P(P + T) =
 P(T)P(P). (5.1) 
The imaginary time evolution of any wave function is determined by a Bloch-like 
equation, 
Wtf = - | £ . (5.2) 
This is easily obtained from Schrodinger's equation with the definition hr = it, the 
imaginary time, and is often called the imaginary time Schrodinger equation. 
This equation has formal solution 
V,(f + r) = e-?"#9) = p ( r W ) , (5.3) 
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so the density matrix is again the propagator. In the coordinate basis this becomes 
ip(Ri P-TT) = jdR! p(R, R'; T)i>{R'; /?). (5.4) 
Now let us examine the long time limit of any wave function. Suppose the initial 
wave function, ^(0), is some arbitrary mixture of eigenstates: 
W0)) = 5> |A) . (5.5) 
i=o 
At a later time r, this wave function, obtained from (5.3), is 
W)) = e - " ! # ) ) (5-6) 
= e - * * I > l * } (5.7) 
= E e - ^ ' a , | ^ , ) . (5.8) 
« 
The weight of each eigenfunction is suppressed relative to the ground state by a factor 
e-r(Ei~E0) After repeated applications of p(r), the ground state component therefore 
dominates, provided a0 = (^o|0(O)) ^ 0. 
Unlike the real time propagator, e~ttHlK, the imaginary time propagator is not 
unitary and therefore does not preserve probability amplitude. This is not a concern 
if we shift the zero of energy to that of the ground state, E0 = {(j>o\H\^>o). In this case, 
the ground state becomes stationary under application of the propagator: \<f>o) = 
p(r) \<j>0). We now use this property to develop a method for evaluating operator 
expectations in a many-body ground state. 
5.2 Diffusion Monte Carlo 
The time-evolution equation, 5.4, can be recast into a form which elucidates a ground 
state Monte Carlo algorithm. We first write the propagator as a product of free-
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particle and interacting parts: 
(RMP + T)) = I dR'(R\p(r)\R') (R'\rp(P)) (5.9) 
= J dR'dR" {R\R") (R"\P(T)\R') (R'\ip(P)) (5.10) 
4(R;P + T) = JdR'dR"S(R-R")e-^R"'R'^p0(R",R';T)tp(R':,P). (5.11) 
We interpret this as follows. From a set of Np points, {R1}, drawn from ip(P), we 
may sample ^(P+ r) as follows: 
• For each R' sample R" from the conditional probability distribution po(R", R'; r). 
• Weight this point by
 e-f(K".RV). 
The free-particle density matrix, p0, is a normalized conditional probability distri-
bution for R" given R'. We can avoid the bookkeeping associated with weights 
and simultaneously increase the efficiency by simply replicating each point M = 
int je-tf(rt".K';T) + x | times, with x a uniform variate on [0,1). This process is 
termed branching, and M is known as the multiplicity. Thus, if the weight is 
W = e~u(R"'R'''T) =j + x, where j is an integer such that 0 < x < 1, we choose M = j 
with probability P(M = j) = j + 1 - W; otherwise M = j + 1. The expectation 
value of the multiplicity then equals the weight, W: 
(M) = jP(M = j)-r{j + l)[l-P(M = j)) (5.12) 
= j(j + l-W) + {j + l){W-j) (5.13) 
= W. (5.14) 
Branching improves the efficiency, since each of the M copies can subsequently evolve 
independently. 
The formalism above is sufficient to define an ensemble of random walks which are 
asymptotically distributed according to the ground state. Each configuration R! is 
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termed a walker, and the size of the ensemble is denoted the population, P. From 
these configurations we can find the ground state energy, since 
JdRHMR) = E0JdR<j>o(R) = E0. (5.15) 
There are, however, practical difficulties associated with this simple approach. We 
assumed the lowest eigenvalue of % is zero, which makes the ground state stationary 
in imaginary time. We must therefore shift the Hamiltonian by the constant EQ, which 
is not known a priori. We therefore make a guess for EQ, called the trial energy 
(ET), whose value is continually adjusted during the simulation. When ET = EQ, the 
ground state is stationary, (M) = 1, and the average number of walkers is constant 
in time. If the fluctuations in M are large, it is difficult to find the value of ET which 
yields a steady population. This increases the standard error of our estimate of Eo, 
so we want to minimize branching. We achieve this through importance sampling. 
5.3 Importance Sampling 
Beginning with the imaginary time Schrodinger equation, we left-multiply a time-
independent wave function ipT'. 
- W = i M # . (5.16) 
Defining / = iprip and performing a few algebraic manipulations, this may be recast 
as 
- / = -AV 2 -2AV-Vln^ T + W — /. (5.17) 
The expression H^T/^T is commonly referred to as the local energy of 0r- Like (5.2), 
this takes the form — ip = Hi(>, with propagator p — e~^H and solution 
f(R;P + r) = JdR' p(R,R';T)f(R';P). (5.18) 
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~p(r)= l i m ( e - ^ e - ^ ) J . (5.21) 
Comparing with Eq. (5.10), we identify the importance sampled propagator as: 
p(R, R'; T) = 1>T(R)P(R, R'; 7#T-X#) . (5.19) 
To apply (5.18) we need the real-space matrix elements of p. 
It is a simple matter to derive a formula analogous to the Feynman-Kac formula 
of Section 3.5. Using the factoring property of an exponential operator, we have: 
p(r) = (e-5tii)J = (e-Stlf+E4)J, (5.20) 
with 8t = T/J and f = -A(V2 + 2VlnV>r • V). In the limit of many factors, the 
'kinetic' and local energy operators may be commuted, 
J—too \ ' 
The local energy is diagonal in configuration space, and its matrix elements are pre-
sumably known in terms of fa- Inserting (J — 1) complete sets of states between the 
identical factors and grouping the potential terms together we obtain: 
(R\P(T)\R') 
= \^JdR1---dRj(R\e-Stf\R1)---(Rj.l\e-Sti\R')e-Si^iE^R^ (5.22) 
= {jim jdR^-'dRj (R\e-Stf\R1)---(Rj.1\e-6tt\R')^ x 
/ e - / > W ) ) \ (5.23) 
\ I DRW 
= (R\pQ(T)\R')(e-S:dtE^R^) . (5.24) 
\ I DRW 
This is a generalized Feynman-Kac formula for the importance-sampled propagator 
and is analogous to that introduced by Pollock and Ceperley for the density ma-
trix [55]. 'DRW' denotes drifting random walks, to be defined presently. 
We now evaluate (R\PQ(T)\R!) and show that it is simply related to the density 
matrix of non-interacting particles in a position-dependent velocity field. 
(R\PQ(T)\R!) = (A |e -^ ( -9 ' -29b^(* ' ) -9 ) |# ) (5.25) 
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= jdKdK' (R\K)(K\e-T^-v2-2VU^R'^\K')(K'\R')(5.26) 
= /dKdK'e^ K R - K ' - R ' ^ {K - ^)e-TA(^+2,vin#(R')K') (5.27) 
= f dK eiK^R-R'+2XTV]a^R'h-rXK2 (5.28) 
_ _ _ J _ _ _
 p-[R-R'+2\TV]nMR')?/^T - /cnq\ 
- (4^AT)^/z^ ( * ' ^ 
(5.30) 
K = {ki , . . . , k,-,..., kw} is the collection of momentum coordinates. The final equa-
tion describes the distribution of drifting random walks between R' and R, in which 
the center of the Gaussian 'drifts' a distance 2rAV In IPT(R') in time r. This function, 
a normalized conditional probability distribution for R given R!, is straightforward to 
sample. We simply generate three Gaussian variables with mean RI + 2r A V In I})T{R') 
and variance 2Ar. 
Evaluating the interacting part of this propagator is more difficult. Unlike the 
potential, the local energy contains three-body terms, so a pair approximation analo-
gous to Eq. (3.26) is not appropriate. Instead, one usually makes the relatively crude 
endpoint approximation, 
\ I DRW 
-T &W+ * ( * ) ! , , , - * (U1) 
2 
which is accurate only for very small time steps, T K, (Ai2)2/4A, where AR is a 
distance over which the local energy is slowly varying. Performing the line integral 
along a classical path might improve the situation but will increase the computation 
per step. Ultimately, a method must be judged on its overall efficiency. For our 
calculations, the endpoint approximation is sufficient, if not ideal. With (5.31), the 
time evolution equation becomes: 
f{R; P + T)=jdR'
 e-^^-^)e-(H-fl'+2ArVln^(H'))2/4Ar/(jR,; ^ (5 33) 
We choose ET ~ EQ, the ground state energy. 
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With importance sampling, the original algorithm requires only trivial modifica-
tions. We now (i) sample R from the Gaussian centered on .ft' + 2ArVln^r(^') 
and (ii) determine the multiplicity from EL instead of V. The advantage of the 
importance sampling transformation becomes clear; if ^T closely approximates the 
ground state, then the local energy smoothly varies about EQ. The multiplicity is 
then M = e~T<-EL~ET^ « 1 and branching is severely inhibited. The average local 
energy gives an estimate of the ground state energy, so the trial energy is periodically 
updated using this average value. 
5.4 Population Control 
Even when the trial energy is correctly adjusted (ET = EQ) SO (M) = 1, the popula-
tion still fluctuates, due to variations in (EL — EQ). The population size executes a 
random walk and, if left undisturbed, will eventually grow excessively or vanish. We 
therefore add weak negative feedback to the multiplicity in the form of an adjustment 
to the trial energy: 
M = e-r(EL-ET)-^P/P0^ (5.33) 
where P and PQ are the current and target populations, respectively. 
The extra term, on average, adjusts the population back to Po in a time TC. The 
feedback time should be large relative to r, since this renormalization of the popula-
tion introduces a bias into the calculation. The expected time for the population to 
vanish increases with population size. With a relatively large population, then, the 
feedback and associated bias can be minimized. 
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5.5 Time Step Errors 
The time step determines the rate at which walkers diffuse and drift through phase 
space, so the short time step imposed by the endpoint approximation, (5.31), is a 
fundamental disadvantage of this algorithm. On the other hand, the simplicity of the 
endpoint approximation increases its efficiency. 
We can increase the time step by improving the accuracy of the propagator. This 
can be accomplished by evaluating the average of EL over drifting random walks 
or by using a different representation of the importance sampled density matrix. 
The Green's function Monte Carlo (GFMC) method takes the latter approach. 
With it, one samples the exact propagator by stochastically solving a second integral 
equation for p(r). GFMC therefore does not have the small time step restriction 
of DMC. Unfortunately, the increased computation introduced by the new integral 
equation is substantial, so the efficiencies of DMC and GFMC are comparable. 
5.6 Metropolis Rejection 
Because the Hamiltonian is hermitian, the density matrix is symmetric under inter-
change of its spatial arguments: 
P(R,R';T) = P(R',R;T). (5.34) 
The importance sampled propagator is related to the density matrix by (5.19), so 
P(R,R';T) _ MR) P(R,R';T)II>T-\R') _ \1>T(R)\2 , - , - X 
~P(R',R;T) MR')p{R',R\r)ipT-\R) \MR')\2' 
Our approximate density matrix violates (5.35), due to the endpoint approximation. 
In fact, 
PDMc(R',R;r) 
In 
_PDMC(R,R';T) 
[VlntM#) + V ln tM#) ] [AT [Vln Vr(fl) - VlnV>r(#)] + (R- R')] • 
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(5.36) 
We may restore detailed balance by including a rejection step with acceptance prob-
ability: 
(5.37) 
In the small time step limit, PDMC —*• P and the acceptance probability becomes unity. 
When few attempted moves are rejected, then, the branching and drifting random 
walk nearly samples the exact propagator. For this reason, we adjust the time step 
to obtain a 99.5% acceptance probability. 
5.7 Variational Monte Carlo 
If the branching step is eliminated, Eq. (5.37) defines a single Metropolis random 
walk which samples |^r(-ft)|2 asymptotically. The transition probability is identified 
as the drifting random walk from .ft' to R: 
T(R'^R) = PQ(R,R';T). (5.38) 
This is precisely the basis of the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) algorithm, in 
which we compute operator expectations in a trial state, ipT- The difference between 
DMC and VMC is therefore quite simple. Without branching, we sample \^T(R)\2; 
with branching, we sample I/)T(R)^O(R)-
If the ground state component of the initial distribution, i}>(R; 0), is large, we may 
substantially reduce the number of times Eq. (5.32) must be iterated before reaching 
the stationary distribution, ^?(.ft)0o(.ft). A good choice for the initial distribution is 
thus f(R; 0) = |t/r(-ft)|2, which is obtained from a variational Monte Carlo calculation. 
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5.8 Conclusion 
In the following chapters, we present the results of ground state studies of two-
dimensional boson systems. We utilize the VMC and DMC methods as follows: 
• Make an ansatz for the ground state wave function, ^T(R,{<*,b,c,...}) which 
depends parametrically on a small set of variables. 
• Using VMC, compute the energy of this state then adjust the parameters to 
minimize this energy. 
• Save 100 to 1000 uncorrelated configurations for subsequent use in the DMC 
calculation. 
• Using the saved configurations as the initial distribution f(R;0), iterate (5.10) 
until f(P + r) = f(P). 
• Continue iterating and compute observables over the asymptotic distribution 
f(R;oo). 
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Chapter 6 
The Two-dimensional Bose 
Yukawa Liquid 
In this chapter and the next, we present the results of the first variational and diffu-
sion Monte Carlo studies of the ground state properties of two interesting and related 
two-dimensional bosonic systems. The subject of this chapter, repulsively interact-
ing 2D Yukawa bosons, has not been previously studied, presumably because there 
was no overwhelming physical motivation. The situation changed when Nelson and 
Seung published a model for flux line interactions in high-temperature superconduc-
tors which directly maps the three spatial dimensions of the flux line system onto 
a 2+1 (imaginary time) dimensional system of interacting bosons [69]. The parti-
cle interactions in this model are screened Coulomb, or Yukawa, repulsions. In two 
dimensions, this potential is a modified-Bessel-function, eKQ(r/cr). 
In our study, we first calculate the properties and phase diagram of the general 
Yukawa system. As a function of boson mass and number density, we calculate 
the region of stability of the solid for densities greater than 0.01/<72. The quantum 
crystal melts at high density, due to the potential's soft core, and at low density, due 
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to the exponentially weak interaction. We find that bosons with h2/2ma2e > 0.09 
do not crystallize at any density. Pair correlation functions, structure factors, and 
Lindemann ratios at melting are also computed. At high density, we derive a scaling 
relation, which fixes the shape of the melting line. We present a general formula 
for the flux-lattice melting line, which can be applied to any compound for which 
experimental data are available. Finally, within the flux-line model, we apply our 
results to study flux-lattice melting in a typical high-temperature superconductor, 
Bi2Sr2CaCu208, and compare to available experimental and theoretical results. 
In the following chapter, we present results of a similar study on the unscreened 
system. The ground state of this 2D Bose Coulomb liquid is closely related to the 
bosonic wave function used in the study of the fractional quantum Hall effect. 
6.1 Introduction 
Ceperley et al. have studied 3D Yukawa bosons (V = eaexp(—r/cr)/r), and deter-
mined the liquid-solid phase boundary [70, 71]. Bosons interacting with the two-
dimensional (2d) Yukawa potential, however, have not yet been treated with exact 
Monte Carlo methods. In two dimensions, the Yukawa, or screened Coulomb, poten-
tial is a modified-Bessel-function, Ka(r/a), with <r a screening length. This system 
is of particular interest for its application to high-Tc materials: Nelson et al. have 
proposed a model for flux lattice melting in strongly type-II materials, in which the 
flux lines are mapped onto a 2D system of bosons interacting via Ko(r) [69]. 
This system is well-suited for study with ground state quantum Monte Carlo 
techniques. The short range of the potential implies that relatively small systems can 
be studied, without truncating interactions. Although the individual calculations are 
not computationally demanding, the size of the phase space is quite large. Unlike a 
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Coulomb system, where scaling relations yield a single free parameter, both mass and 
density vary independently in the present system. At high density a scaling law does 
apply, so a single calculation determines the melting line. 
Xing et al. first studied the 2D Yukawa system using quantum Monte Carlo tech-
niques [72]. They sought to locate the flux liquid regime near Hci and considered 
densities much lower than those in this work. Using a pair-product trial wave func-
tion plus Gaussian localization for the solid, they first determined its pair-correlation 
function, g(r), then calculated the variational energy at several densities by scaling 
9(r)-
We make two significant improvements over their study. First, we consider a larger 
portion of the phase diagram, including the high-density limit, where a scaling law 
applies. Second, we use exact Monte Carlo techniques, important to a comparative 
study where variational bias can shift the transition. 
The Yukawa potential has the interesting combination of short range with a soft 
core. For small r, K0(r) diverges like — ln(r); for large r, it decays as e~T/rll2. As 
in helium, the potential decays rapidly, and the system is liquid at low densities. 
There is no liquid-gas transition because the potential is purely repulsive. At very 
high densities, the system approaches a 2D Coulomb system [i.e., a — ln(r) poten-
tial]. Our results may therefore be used to predict the properties of the 2D Coulomb 
system, in particular its melting density. At moderate densities, and for sufficiently 
massive bosons, the repulsive potential dominates, and the system crystallizes. The 
3D Yukawa system also shows this zero temperature reentrant behavior. We locate 
this region and compute the threshold mass for crystallization. 
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6.2 Details of the Physical System 
The system under study consists of N bosons, where pairs interact via eKQ(r/a) in 
a periodically repeated two-dimensional box of area fi. The aspect ratio of the box 
is chosen to perfectly accommodate a triangular lattice. We work in reduced units: 
lengths are given in units of a, and energies in units of e, so the Hamiltonian is 
H = -Y,A*2V2 + J2K0(rij), (6.1) 
i i<3 
where i, j are particle indices, and the De Boer parameter, A*, is defined by 
The reduced density, p = N/Aer2, and A* are the two dimensionless parameters which 
characterize the system. 
6.3 Liquid and Solid Trial Functions 
The variational Monte Carlo technique evaluates the energy of a known trial function, 
chosen to approximate the ground state. Once a good variational function is found, 
the exact ground state energy is computed using diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) [73]. 
We use the Jastrow-Nosanow pair-product form [74, 75, 76], 
MR) = IIexp[-u(ro)]IIexP[-c(r.- - z.)2], (6-3) 
i<3 
where the Z; are lattice sites, r^ - is an inter-particle distance, and u is the Jastrow pair 
function. We assume the solid lattice is triangular since that minimizes the potential 
energy [77]. For the solid, c is an adjustable variational parameter which binds each 
particle to a lattice site. This Nosanow solid wave function lacks bosonic symmetry, 
but has nonetheless been found to give a good estimate of ground-state properties, 
because exchange energies are small in a crystal [71]. The liquid phase has c = 0, and 
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the identical particles are free to traverse the simulation cell. The Jastrow function 
contains parameters which, along with c, are varied to minimize Ey-1 
A cusp in the wave function occurs when two bosons overlap. The properties 
of this cusp are exactly determined by the solution to the two-particle Schrodinger 
equation. The Jastrow pair function u(r) is chosen to approximate this solution, but 
the cusp is difficult to reproduce, due to the logarithmic core of the potential.2 We 
tried several forms for the pair function and found three which gave good results, 
each for a certain range of density: 
v>A(r) = (a + 6r2)cos2(7T(/\/u7r)exp(-u>r2), 
Forms A and B for (p = 0.02, A* = 0.0577) along with the potential, Ko(r), are 
shown in Fig. 6.1. For each calculation w, a, and 6 are varied to minimize the energy, 
and d = 0.1. For moderate densities, forms A and B give nearly identical variational 
energies, though form A was preferred at higher densities. Form C gives the best 
results at lower densities and is in fact an improved version of that used by Xing et 
al..3 In each case the lowest energy form is used in the subsequent DMC calculation. 
'In general the localization parameter, c, was chosen not to exactly minimize the variational 
energy, but rather to maximize the overlap, (V>T | <0o), by ensuring that the Lindemann ratio is the 
same in the variational and diffusion Monte Carlo. 
2The cusp has the form u(r —• 0) = ^ j - r 2 ln r - y , which has divergent curvature. 
3Xing et al. (Ref. 7) chose 6 = 0, so that u(r —» 0) diverges. This is inappropriate, since 
quantum mechanics blurs the Coulomb core, yielding a finite probability for bosons to overlap. 
Their variational energy, however, still has finite variance. By introducing a nonzero b, one can 
eliminate the divergence and lower the variational energy. 
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Figure 6.1: The optimized Jastrow function, uB(r), for the liquid at (p = 0.02, 
A* = 0.058). Also shown are the Jastrow function, U/i(r), and the potential, I<o(r). 
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6.4 Results 
Using VMC we calculate liquid and solid energies at several different values of (p, A*). 
For each density, energies are computed at several values of A* near the liquid-solid 
transition curve. Once the transition is roughly located by comparing variational 
energies for the liquid and solid, exact DMC calculations are performed at two values 
of A* chosen to window the transition. The ground-state, potential, and kinetic 
energies for points near the transition are given in Tables 6.8-6.13. 
When determining the melting point, denoted A*, variationally, a combination of 
factors leads to a significant bias. First, the Jastrow wave function better models the 
solid phase than the liquid, a feature common to many systems. This is apparent from 
the comparatively large values of A = (JSVMC — E) for the liquid shown in Tables 6.8-
6.13. Second, as in the 3D Yukawa system [71], the energy difference between the 
phases is very small, even far from the transition. Consequently, the VMC estimate 
of A* is always too large. Figure 6.2 illustrates the determination of the transition 
at p = 0.02. Variationally we find A* = 0.081, while the DMC calculation gives 
A* = 0.052. This underscores the importance of DMC for locating transitions in this 
system. 
The close-lying energies of the two phases create another difficulty. Even small 
statistical errors in the computed energies can lead to a comparatively large uncer-
tainty in A*. Consequently, long DMC calculations are required to pin down the 
transition. For very lengthy DMC calculations, however, the liquid and solid trial 
functions must give the same result, as there is a unique ground state energy. Using 
exact Monte Carlo techniques to locate transitions therefore relies on the metasta-
bility of the unfavored phase in the DMC. In this system the metastability is rather 
fragile, which makes locating the transition and estimating its width difficult. 
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Figure 6.2: Variational and exact energies for the solid and liquid at p = 0.02. The 
solid lines are a fit to the solid energies. The dashed lines are for the liquid. The 
lower curves in each pair are the result of DMC. The arrows indicate the VMC and 
DMC estimates of the transition. 
In a first order phase transition, the width of the coexistence region can be ob-
tained from a double tangent construction. The close-lying energies of the solid and 
liquid make such a construction difficult, but an estimate of the transition width can 
be made from the pressures, which are computed using the virial theorem and shown 
in Tables 6.8-6.13. For a KQ(T) potential, the virial pressure is 
f = ^ + ^ E K 4 n ; ) ) ) 
p I 2(2r+^EK*iW)). 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
For small 6p/p the relative width of the coexistence region is, to a good approxima-
tion [71], 
^ = | P l i q - P s o l | / 
P 
dP^dP^x 1/2- (6.7) 
6p dp ) 
where P is the pressure. This relation is obtained by expanding the energy about the 
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Figure 6.3: The phase diagram for Yukawa bosons. Below the line is the solid phase. 
The squares are transition points computed with DMC. The dashed line at high 
density is the scaling law, Eq. (6.10). 
transition point (at constant volume). For p = 0.02 we find Sp/p = 0.007, suggesting 
the transition is at most weakly first order. Further studies with path integral Monte 
Carlo, for example, would be needed to verify this, since PIMC does not suffer from 
a trial function bias. 
We have computed several transition points and obtained the phase diagram 
shown in Fig. 6.3. 
As in the 3D Yukawa system, there is a domain in A* for which the kinetic energy 
dominates, and the system does not crystallize at any density. We estimate this 
crystallization threshold to be A* = 0.09. For smaller A*, the system shows reentrant 
behavior—the solid will melt upon expansion or compression. 
Consider now the behavior at high density, where the potential's Coulomb core 
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dominates, and the Hamiltonian effectively becomes 
M = -EA*:V2-S]ln(r,,.). (&g) 
i<3 
Under the scaling of coordinates r —» ar, p —• p/a2, and A* —» aA*, the Hamiltonian 
becomes 
H' = H-N(N~1hn(a).' (6.9) 
The transition point is insensitive to the shift in energy, so by eliminating a in the 
scaling relation we find the analytic form of the melting line at high density, 
hmA% = C y 4 . (6.10) 
We use our highest density transition point to estimate the value of the prefactor, 
C fa 0.04. This high density transition is shown in Fig. 6.3 as a dashed line. 
Figure 6.4 shows the radial distribution function for the liquid near equilibrium 
at (p = 0.02, A* = 0.0645) computed with variational and diffusion Monte Carlo 
corrected using the mixed estimator, 
g(r)*2[g(r)]DMC-[g(r)]VMC. (6.11) 
As observed in other quantum liquids, such as the 3D Yukawa system [71] and 
helium [78], the liquid ground state has considerably more structure than the trial 
function provides. Radial distribution functions for the solid near equilibrium at 
(p = 0.02, A* = 0.05) are shown in Figure 6.5. As expected, the solid trial function 
better reproduces the structure of the ground state. 
Figure 6.6 shows structure factors evaluated at the first reciprocal lattice vector 
from several liquid and solid calculations near melting at p = 0.020. The kinetic 
energy increases with A*, forcing the particles to delocalize and the crystal to melt. 
The system changes very smoothly from liquid to solid, consistent with the narrow 
coexistence region and the weak metastability of the unfavored phase. 
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Figure 6.4: The variational ( ) and extrapolated DMC (—) radial distribution 
function for the liquid far from crystallization at (p = 0.02, A* = 0.0645). 
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Figure 6.5: The variational ( ) and extrapolated DMC (—) radial distribution 
function for the solid far from melting at (p — 0.02, A* = 0.05). 
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Figure 6.6: Extrapolated DMC structure factors for the solid (•) and liquid (o) at 
p = 0.02 evaluated at the first reciprocal lattice vector of the triangular lattice, 
k = 2ir/a, with a the lattice constant. The vertical line indicates the transition. 
The Lindemann criterion [79] has been useful in describing, but not explaining, 
melting in classical and quantum systems. It asserts that a crystal will melt when 
the rms deviation of particles from lattice sites exceeds some fraction of the nearest 
neighbor distance. Lindemann ratios (7) at melting for several densities are given in 
Table 6.1. Our system typically melted for 7 = 0.23-0.26. While this is lower than 
typical values in 3D systems, it is consistent with values observed for other 2D systems, 
including the 2D charged Bose gas and 2D 4He, which melt near 7 = 0.254 [80, 81]. 
6.5 Applications to Flux Lattice Melting 
Nelson et al. [69] have shown that the statistical mechanics of the flux-line lattice 
(FLL) of high-Tc superconductors can be studied through an appropriate mapping 
onto the 2D Yukawa boson system. In this model, one treats the FLL as a system of 
J U I L 
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Table 6.1: The 'mass,' A*, and Lindemann ratio, 7, at melting for several densities. 
p 
0.01 
0.02 
0.030 
0.065 
0.135 
0.4 
A; 
0.0261 
0.059 
0.071 
0.088 
0.091 
0.066 
Tmelt 
0.23 
0.26 
0.26 
0.24 
0.26 
0.26 
2D bosons with the "Hamiltonian" 
W=-E^V?
 + g ^ ( r „ / A ) . (6,2) 
T is the temperature of the superconductor, C\ the line tension, cio the flux quantum, 
and A the London penetration depth in the ab plane. By taking a = X and A*2 = 
(2irkBT)2/ei<j>l we can interpret our 2D Yukawa results in terms of this model. 
Each vortex line carries one quantum of flux, so the internal magnetic field is 
B = p<f>o\~2. The other relevant quantities are the external field, H, and the Gibbs 
free-energy density, g, given by: 
"-""
 =
 2 & ' ^ + ^ ( ( U 3 ) 
where P is the dimensionless 2D pressure computed from Eq. (6.6). The thermody-
namic temperature of the boson system is taken as /3bose = PFLLL, with L the thickness 
of the sample in the c direction. For a sufficiently thick superconducting sample, the 
corresponding boson system is in its ground state. In the boson ground state the 
average inter-particle spacing is much smaller than the de Broglie wavelength, so the 
criterion for a "thick" superconductor is 
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The FLL model assumes that the London approach is valid and the field is applied 
perpendicular to the copper oxide planes. Because the model neglects the angular 
dependence of the vortex interaction, it applies only when the average vortex tipping 
angle is small compared to the mass anisotropy, (\dr/dz\2} <C Mz/M\.A In the boson 
system, this condition becomes T •< In K, where T is the dimensionless kinetic energy 
in Tables 6.8-6.13. This criterion is satisfied in all our calculations. 
The general nature of our calculations allows us to apply our results to an arbi-
trary high-Tc superconductor within the flux-line model. As an example, we choose 
parameters appropriate for BigSrgCaC^Og (BSCCO), where flux lattice melting is es-
pecially pronounced. We take A = 3 x 10-5 cm (1 -T/Tc)-1 '2 [82], R = 200, Tc = 85 K, 
and Mz/M\ = 225. The line tension is ex = (<f}0I^X)2\a(K.)Mi/Mz. Using relation 
(6.13) we compute a phase diagram for BSCCO (Fig. 6.7). 
Because the number of flux lines is explicitly conserved in our study, the Helmholtz 
free energies, rather than the Gibbs free energies, of the two states are equal at 
the plotted phase boundary. The Gibbs free energy differences are quite small at 
the constant volume transition, so the constant pressure transition should not differ 
substantially. The melting line will likely shift toward smaller A* at each density. 
Our DMC simulations correspond to magnetic field strengths 0.1 G < B < 0.5 G 
in BSCCO. The large values of A* suggest the FLL would be stable against thermal 
melting even near Tc at these field strengths. The vanishing line tension near Tc, 
however, induces Coulomb-like pressure melting. The FLL model breaks down near 
Hc2(T), due to extreme vortex tipping, so the computed flux-line melting field is least 
accurate near Tc. 
A more interesting case is H& < f f < Hc2. Here, the London penetration depth 
is larger than a typical inter-vortex spacing, so the logarithmic interaction dominates. 
4D. Ft. Nelson (private communication). 
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Figure 6.7: The phase diagram for BigSrgCaCugOg, computed within the flux-line 
model. The high-field melting line, BX(T), is given by Eq. (6.16). The upper curve 
is the mean field Hc2(T). The open and filled squares are the results of Ryu et 
al. using translational and bond angle order parameters, respectively. The triangles 
show the measured flux lattice melting in BSCCO by Gammel et al. In their sample, 
# c 2 ( r = 0)=58kOe. 
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Figure 6.8: The computed magnetic susceptibility at melting. The magnetization 
becomes insignificant above Hx — Hc\ ~ 200 Oe, justifying the interchangeable use of 
H and B at high field strengths. 
Using Eq. (6.10), the internal melting field in this limit is given by 
At these high field strengths, the boson ground-state pair-correlation function obeys 
the simple scaling relation, ^ ( r ) = gP>(Jp/p'r). We obtain the energies and pres-
sures needed for the corresponding values of Hx with the aid of this relation and the 
results of a single simulation at p = 0.4. Figure 6.8 shows the computed magnetic 
susceptibility at melting, AirXm(Hx) = (Bx - Hx)/Hx. The susceptibility vanishes 
near H — Hc\ = 200 Oe, so at high fields B and H may be used interchangeably. 
We find that the flux lattice is melted over a significant portion of the phase 
diagram, well below the mean field value of Hc2(T), also plotted in Fig. 6.7. The 
shape and position of the melting line in the region 15 kG < B < 35 kG are in rough 
agreement with measurements of flux lattice melting in BSCCO by Gammel et al. 
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[83]. They measured Hc2(T = 0) « 58 kOe, so their melting line extends above our 
Hc2. Their crystals were 0.1mm thick, easily satisfying criterion (6.15), so the FLL 
should be well described by the boson ground state. If A*x is reduced for the constant 
pressure transition the FLL melting line will be shifted to lower temperature, toward 
the experimental result. Precise numerical comparisons are not appropriate, given 
the varying physical parameters of samples and the sharp dependence of BX(T) on 
the penetration depth. 
At sufficiently low fields, the short range of the Yukawa potential prevents the 
development of long-range order, and the flux lattice melts. Here, the flux interaction 
is in the exponential limit, and energy differences between solid and liquid are quite 
small, making the use of an exact method crucial. The convergence of DMC in a 
reasonable amount of computer time, however, requires good quality trial functions. 
We have performed variational calculations on the trial wave functions of Xing et 
al. and our modified form of that wave function, uc of Eq. (6.4). Although uc 
consistently had lower energy than that of Xing, subsequent DMC calculations failed 
to converge, indicating neither form is adequate at fields much smaller than 0.1 G. 
Despite the inherent variational bias and poor convergence, we feel VMC with 
these wave functions can give order of magnitude estimates of the melting temperature 
near Hc\. While Xing et al. found a very narrow liquid regime near Hcl in YBCO 
(Hx — # d « 10~5 Oe at 80 K), our results suggest this regime is substantially larger 
in BSCCO, with Hx - Hcl « lO~2 Oe at 80 K. A better trial wave function is clearly 
needed to accurately determine the size and shape of the low field flux liquid region. 
The phase diagram for BSCCO computed by Ryu et al. [84] (shown in Fig. 6.7) is 
qualitatively similar to ours, but shows more pronounced FLL melting. In their phase 
diagram, the crossover from low to high field melting occurs at B « 250 G, while we 
observe the crossover at a lower field, near B f» 1G. This is expected because the 
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low field region, where energy differences between the phases are smallest, is most 
sensitive to the 'thermal' fluctuations present in thin samples. While our ground-state 
calculations describe very thick samples, Ryu et al. modeled samples with 32 copper 
oxide planes, or L « 150 A. Using the criterion for thick samples above (at B = 10 kG, 
T = 50 K), excited boson states will play a role in FLL melting in samples thinner 
than several hundred Angstroms, disrupting the ground state's positional order and 
prematurely melting the flux lattice. 
6.6 Conclusions 
Using exact Monte Carlo methods, we have studied systems of bosons interacting at 
zero temperature with the modified-Bessel-function 7fo(r) potential, which is both 
soft and short ranged. The high density limit of Ko(r) is the 2D Coulomb potential, 
— ln(r). This system has been previously studied at low densities by Xing et al. using 
variational Monte Carlo. We have extended the phase diagram to higher densities, 
and have found that pressure melting sets in for p > 0.1. Using a scaling argument 
we have determined the form of the high density transition line and have estimated 
its position. From this we predict a melting density parameter rs « 14 in the 2D 
Coulomb Bose system. 
For sufficiently light bosons (A* > 0.09), the kinetic energy dominates, and the 
system will not crystallize at any density. The energies of the liquid and solid states 
are very close over a large part of the phase diagram. The relative width of the 
coexistence region is estimated to be less than 1%. 
This system is qualitatively quite similar to bosons interacting with the 3D Yukawa 
potential. The radial distribution function and structure factors indicate that the true 
ground state has significantly more structure than our liquid trial function provides. 
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Table 6.2: Variational parameters for the trial wave functions at p = 0.4. 'Ph' indi-
cates whether the parameters define a solid or liquid trial function. 'Form' indicates 
the form of the pair function [see Eq. (6.4)]. w, a, b, and c are the variational param-
eters in Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4). 
A* 
0.1 
0.1 
0.05 
0.05 
Ph 
L 
S 
L 
S 
Form 
A 
A 
A 
A 
w 
0.45 
0.5 
0.5 
0.8 
a 
6.2 
3.4 
13. 
7.3 
6 
-0.6 
-0.8 
0.0 
-0.2 
c 
0.0 
1.1 
0.0 
1.59 
Table 6.3: Variational parameters for the trial wave functions at p = 0.135. The 
headings are defined in Table 6.2. 
A* 
0.088 
0.088 
0.069 
0.069 
Ph 
L 
S 
L 
S 
Form 
A 
A 
A 
A 
w 
0.31 
0.31 
0.31 
0.31 
a 
7.63 
5.39 
7.87 
5.47 
6 
-0.24 
-0.04 
-0.15 
-0.18 
c 
0. 
0.56 
0. 
0.63 
We have applied our results to a model BSCCO superconductor and observed flux 
lattice melting over a large part of the phase diagram. 
In the following chapter we extend these results to the Coulomb limit, a novel 
liquid with no Bose condensate at T = 0. 
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Table 6.4: Variational parameters for the trial wave functions at p = 0.065. The 
headings are defined in Table 6.2. 
A* 
0.112 
0.112 
0.085 
0.085 
Ph 
L 
S 
L 
S 
Form 
A 
A 
A 
A 
w 
0.31 
0.45 
0.45 
0.45 
a 
5.35 
3.6 
5.6 
4.0 
6 
0.95 
0.8 
4.0 
2.0 
c 
0. 
0.39 
0. 
0.39 
Table 6.5: Variational parameters for the trial wave functions at p — 0.03. The 
headings are defined in Table 6.2. 
A* 
0.075 
0.075 
0.065 
0.065 
Ph 
L 
S 
L 
S 
Form 
A 
A 
A 
A 
w 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
a 
8.0 
6.9 
10.2 
8.0 
b 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
c 
0. 
0.1 
0. 
0.094 
Table 6.6: Variational parameters for the trial wave functions at p = 0.02. The 
headings are defined in Table 6.2. 
A* 
0.065 
0.065 
0.058 
0.058 
Ph 
L 
S 
L 
S 
Form 
B 
B 
B 
B 
10 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
a 
13.1 
9.2 
15.0 
10.6 
b c 
— 0. 
— 0.073 
— 0. 
— 0.074 
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Table 6.7: Variational parameters for the trial wave functions at p — 0.01. The 
headings are defined in Table 6.2. 
A* 
0.032 
0.032 
0.027 
0.027 
0.022 
0.022 
Ph 
L 
S 
L 
S 
L 
S 
Form 
B 
B 
C 
C 
C 
C 
w 
0.11 
0.11 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
a 
20.7 
10.4 
1.05 
0.6 
1.18 
0.8 
b 
— 
— 
3.1 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 
c 
0. 
0.06 
0. 
0.051 
0. 
0.048 
Table 6.8: The results of DMC calculations for liquid and solid trial functions defined 
in Table 6.2. 'Ph' indicates the solid or liquid phase. E is the ground state energy in 
units of e, with the number in parentheses indicating the standard error in the last 
digit. T is the kinetic energy, P the pressure. A = (£VMC — E) is a measure of the 
quality of the trial function. 
A* 
0.1 
0.1 
0.05 
0.05 
Ph 
L 
S 
L 
S 
E/N 
8.472(1) xlO"1 
8.509(1) xlO"1 
7.991(1) x 10-^ 
7.973(2) xlO"1 
T/N 
4.558 xlO"2 
5.295 xlO"2 
2.548xl0-2 
2.716xl0"2 
A/T 
0.18 
0.08 
0.24 
0.03 
P 
4.39X10"1 
4.42 xlO"1 
4.26 xlO"1 
4.28 xlO -1 
Table 6.9: Same as Table 6.8, but for p = 0.135. 
A* Ph E/N T/N A/T P 
0.088 L 1.7239(4) xlO"1 1.815xl0~2 0.13 3.72xl0"2 
0.088 S 1.7255(2) xlO"1 2.120xl0"2 0.03 3.75xlO~2 
0.069 L 1.6338(4) xlO"1 1.378 xlO"2 0.22 3.59 x!O~2 
0.069 S 1.6366(2) xlO-1 1.508 xlO~2 0.05 3.63 x!0~2 
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Table 6.10: Same as Table 6.8, but for p = 0.065. 
A* 
0.112 
0.112 
0.085 
0.085 
Ph 
L 
S 
L 
S 
E/N 
5.273(6) xlO"2 
5.344(6) xlO"2 
4.693(1) xlO"2 
4.684(8) xlO"2 
T/N 
1.116xl0-2 
1.404xl0"2 
9.000 xlO - 3 
1.020xl0"2 
A/T 
0.11 
0.07 
0.26 
0.05 
P 
6.07xl0-3 
6.19x10-3 . 
5.65x10-3 
5.75x10-3 
Table 6.11: Same as Table 6.8, but for p = 0.03. 
A* 
0.075 
0.075 
0.065 
0.065 
Ph 
L 
S 
L 
S 
E/N 
9.067(6) x 10-3 
9.104(5) x lO-3 
8.293(4) x 10-3 
8.236(2) x lO"3 
T/N 
2.895X10-3 
3.442xl0-3 
2.716x10-3 
2.902x10-3 
A/T 
0.06 
0.04 
0.13 
0.04 
P 
5.58x10-" 
5.72x10-" 
5.27x10'" 
5.35x10"" 
Table 6.12: Same as Table 6.8, but for p = 0.02. 
A* 
0.065 
0.065 
0.058 
0.058 
Ph 
L 
S 
L 
S 
E/N 
3.397(3) x lO"3 
3.411(3)xl0-3 
3.085(3) x lO"3 
3.082(2) x lO"3 
T/N 
1.387X10-3 
1.563xl0-3 
1.252x10-3 
1.368x10-3 
A/T 
0.14 
0.05 
0.16 
0.04 
P 
1.43x10"" 
1.47x10'" 
1.32x10'" 
1.35x10"" 
Table 6.13: Same as Table 6.8, but for p = 0.01. 
A* Ph E/N T/N A/T P 
0.032 L 3.582(4) x 10"" 1.948x10'" 0.14 7.68xl0"6 
0.032 S 3.623(4) xlO'" 2.149x10'" 0.06 7.93xl0"6 
0.027 L 2.861(4) xlO'" 1.573x10"" 0.17 6.45xl0"6 
0.027 S 2.866(2) x 10-" 1.622x10"" 0.03 6.61xl0"6 
0.022 L 2.371(7) xlO"" 1.233x10"" 0.19 5.37xl0"6 
0.022 S 2.340(2) xlQ-" 1.294x10'" 0.03 5.66xl0~6 
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Chapter 7 
The Two-dimensional Bose 
Coulomb Liquid 
In this chapter, we present results of a ground state study of two-dimensional charged 
bosons. The classical analog of this system has been extensively studied, in part due 
to the novel properties associated with the existence of a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase 
transition. The present work is the first study, using exact methods, of its ground 
state properties. We observe three distinct behaviors in this system. At the lowest 
densities a close-packed Wigner crystal forms. The single free parameter is the unitless 
density, specified by a Wigner radius, 7rr2 = l/n. At ra w 12 the crystal melts into 
a non-condensed liquid exhibiting algebraic off-diagonal long-range order; the single 
particle density matrix decays as r~T,l4. Above a threshold density (rs < 8), the 
long-wavelength momentum distribution diverges as k^Ts~s^4, although no condensate 
forms. 
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7.1 Introduction 
Thermal fluctuations are known to destroy long-range order in one- and two-dimen-
sional homogeneous systems [85, 86, 87]. Pitaevskii and Stringari [88], by deriving a 
generalized uncertainty relation for non-Hermitian operators, have elegantly demon-
strated the absence of a condensate even at zero temperature in interacting homoge-
neous ID Bose systems. When the /-sum rule [51] holds, an important result of this 
relation is the inequality, 
involving the momentum distribution, nk, structure factor, Sk, and condensate frac-
tion, no, defined as the fraction of particles in the zero momentum state. Using this 
inequality we show that, for a system of bosons interacting through a two-dimensional 
Coulomb pair potential, the predominance of long-wavelength plasmons rules out the 
existence of a condensate in the thermodynamic limit. Campbell, considering the 
role of the plasmons, apparently first suggested this model might possess no Bose 
condensate[89]. Next, employing the diffusion Monte Carlo method, we confirm the 
long wavelength plasmon structure, explicitly calculate the single-particle density ma-
trix, and locate the transition density for Wigner crystallization. 
The ground state of the 2D Bose Coulomb liquid (2DBCL) is closely related to the 
bosonic representation of Laughlin wave function, used to study the fractional Quan-
tum Hall effect [90]. In an approach analogous to that introduced by Gaskell [91, 92], 
Kane et al. [93] have shown that Laughlin's wave function contains long wavelength 
correlations appropriate to the quantum 2DBCL. Girvin et al. have shown that this 
wave function exhibits algebraic long-range order [94], so the 2DBCL ground state 
should also exhibit this behavior [93]. 
Although the long distance physics of these two systems is identical, the short-
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range behavior is quite distinct. A key feature of Laughlin's wave function is that 
the probability for two particles to overlap vanishes, as is appropriate for classical 
2D charges. In the 2DBCL, however, quantum mechanics blurs the Coulomb core, 
yielding a depressed but finite probability for such a configuration. 
When electrons are immersed in a magnetic field, cyclotron oscillations suppress 
long-range charge density fluctuations. Pitaevskii and Stringari have applied Eq. 
(7.1) to show that this suppression leads to increased fluctuations in the boson field 
operators which in turn destroy the Bose condensate [95]. In the sequel we show that 
the plasmons are the relevant excitations in the zero field 2DBCL, suppressing long 
wavelength density fluctuations and destroying the condensate. 
7.2 Details of the Physical System 
We consider the ground state of a periodic system of N bosons each of charge +q in 
two dimensions and embedded in a neutralizing background. The particles interact 
with a repulsive 2D Coulomb pair potential, — q2 In r. We emphasize that, unlike in 
a 2D electron system, this is a true Coulomb interaction. That is 14 = 2ir/k2, the 
solution to the 2D Poisson equation, V2V(r) = —2wS(r). We work in reduced units: 
lengths are given in units of rsa, and energies in units of q2, so the Hamiltonian is 
% = -E&92-I>W, (7-2) 
where i, j are particle indices, a is a fixed reference length, and the free parameter, 
rs, is defined by ir(rsa)2 = 0,/N, the inverse physical density. The unitless density is 
therefore always 7r-1. The 2D Coulomb liquid admits plasma oscillations of frequency 
Wp = 2 / r s . 
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7.3 Bose Condensation 
At sufficiently high density, the kinetic energy dominates the soft-core potential, yield-
ing a liquid ground state, <f>, with condensate fraction 0 < HQ < 1. As our potential is 
velocity independent, the /-sum rule and relation (7.1) hold. In an isotropic system, 
the momentum distribution, nk, satisfies the normalization condition: 
1 ^ [<*> kdk 
Assuming plasmons are the dominant long-wavelength excitations, the dynamic struc-
ture factor is S(k —> 0,w) = A(k)8(u — u)p). From the /-sum rule and Sk = 
JZ°dwS(6,w)wefind: 
From Eqs. (7.1), (7.3), and (7.4), the assumption of a condensate then leads to a k~2 
divergence in nk at long wavelengths and the immediate conclusion n0 = 0. 
We can understand the disappearance of the condensate by considering the Fourier 
transform of the momentum distribution, the single-particle density matrix, 
n(r) = JdRip(R:n + T)ip(R) (7.5) 
the notation R : r; + r specifies the configuration, R = {ri,...,!•*,. ..,rjv}, with 
particle i displaced from r,- to rt- + r. Brackets denote a statistical average over 
the probability distribution ip2. In an isotropic system, n(r) depends only on the 
magnitude r = |r|. The bosonic ground state wave function can be taken everywhere 
real and non-negative, so one easily verifies n(r) > 0, n(0) = 1, and n0 = n(r —» 
oo) [96]. Existence of a condensate thus implies n(r —» oo) > 0. We can think of 
n(r) as the relative change in probability amplitude obtained when a single particle is 
displaced from r,- to r; + r, averaged over likely system configurations. The repulsive 
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pair interaction favors configurations where particles are uniformly spaced, with each 
surrounded by a correlation 'hole.' Choosing one such configuration, R, we consider 
the change in potential energy which results from a large single-particle displacement, 
r f» y/il, where 9, is the area of the system. The near-uniform distribution of particles 
in the liquid implies the average potential felt by the displaced particle is only that 
of the correlation hole. The leading contribution is therefore the attractive potential 
due to a charge of equal magnitude and opposite sign located in the hole, so the 
energy change is of order In ft. In the thermodynamic limit, this energy diverges, so 
the wave function ij)(R : r, + r) and n(r —» oo) must vanish, and no condensate forms. 
7.4 Monte Carlo Results 
We have performed variational (VMC) and exact diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) simu-
lations of this system in its ground state. As discussed in Chapter 5, VMC calculates 
an observable (^|0|^) by averaging 0(R) over the probability distribution, ip(R)2-
The trial wave function tp is expressed as a function of a small number of parameters, 
which we vary to minimize the energy, (xl)\H\ip). DMC samples the mixed distribu-
tion, il>(R)(j>(R), where <f> is the true ground state, and computes the exact ground 
state energy, within statistical errors. (if>\0\(f). 
The details of the calculation are largely identical to those used in the previous 
chapter. One important addition, however, is the long-ranged Coulomb interaction. 
We treat the resulting periodic potential using Ewald sums, according to the pre-
scription of Smith [97]. We do not consider dipole interactions with the external 
medium, so our simulations correspond to the limit of a charged liquid embedded in 
a 2D conductor. 
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7.4.1 Trial Wave Functions 
The trial ground state wave function again takes the Jastrow pair-product form [74], 
which we write as 
- W ( # ) = (/(A) = E ™ . K ) + E«tPkf-k, " (7-7) 
i<3 k 
with Ms a short-ranged correlation factor, a a variational parameter, uk a long-ranged 
factor, and the Fourier components of the density p^ = £ ; e'k'r'. We use a short-
ranged correlation of the form 
< r ) = % 
r2 
r 2 l n r - —+ 1 e ^ , (7.8) 2 
which satisfies the cusp condition imposed by the diverging interaction for vanishing 
pair separations. The choice of cutoff parameter 7 fa 3 gives good results. 
For the long-range correlation, we invoke the random phase approximation (RPA), 
which neglects three-phonon terms, to determine an optimal trial function [91, 98]. 
The derivation is analogous to that used in the long-range high-temperature action 
of Chapter 3.5 and is presented in Appendix B. We do not make the RPA in our 
calculation, but only use it to guide our choice of trial wave function, which controls 
the efficiency of the DMC calculation. The solution to the RPA equation is 
1 
"* = 27V -1 + f + 1 ^ ' * (7.9) 
which, at large separations, gives a correlation proportional to the potential, namely 
—(rs/2)lnr. An equivalent result may also be obtained through the Paired-phonon 
Analysis [99] and the Single Mode Approximation [93]. The Gaussian cutoff in uk 
is introduced to limit its effects to long-range correlations, where the RPA is valid. 
This correlation explicitly puts long-wavelength plasmon structure in the trial wave 
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Figure 7.1: Structure factors from the variational (VMC) and diffusion Monte Carlo 
(DMC) calculations at ra = 5. The solid curve indicates the expected plasmon struc-
ture. 
function, yielding 5t_»o = k2/2ra. Should the true ground-state structure differ, 
DMC calculations will reveal and correct this discrepancy at small k. Figure 7.1 
shows variational and DMC structure factors for the liquid at ra = 5. The curve 
k2/2ra = k2/uprl is also plotted to indicate the plasmon structure expected from 
Eq. (7.4). The agreement at small k is excellent. Further, if we slightly perturb uk, 
DMC restores the behavior k2/2ra, confirming the dominance of plasmon modes at 
small k. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.2, where we plot variational and diffusion Monte 
Carlo structure factors for a trial function at rs = 14.1, whose long-range behavior 
has been intentionally and substantially modified. The exact plasmon structure has 
been divided out, to better demonstrate the corrective action of DMC. 
7.4.2 Single Particle Density Matrix 
To efficiently compute the single-particle density matrix, n(r), we use a method based 
on that of McMillan [100]. During the normal course of a Monte Carlo simulation, we 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
k 
1 1.2 1.4 1.6 
Figure 7.2: Variational and extrapolated diffusion Monte Carlo long wavelength struc-
ture factors calculated for a trial function at ra = 14.1, whose long wavelength plas-
mon structure has been altered. The exact plasmon structure, k2/2r2 has been divided 
out to illustrate the corrective ability of DMC . 
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sample configurations R from the distribution tp2(R). Periodically, we pick a point, 
x, in the box at random. We treat this point as a hypothetical target position for 
each particle in turn, yielding contributions to n(r) at AT different displacements, 
r = |x —r,|. Repeating this process throughout the simulation, we perform the 
required average over if)2 in VMC and ip<f> in DMC. The usual approach, according 
to Eqs. (7.5) and (7.7) involves an evaluation of the change in U(R) resulting from 
a displacement of a particle and all its periodic images. The single-particle density 
matrix can be written as 
n(r) = (e-A<R-r"r>), (7.11) 
where A(i?,r,-,r) = U(R : r, + r) - U(R). Because the logarithmic potential is long-
ranged, we instead compute the change in U(R) when a particle moves with its images 
fixed. In this case we replace A(R, r,-, r) with: 
A'(R,ri,r) = A(R,ri,r) 
+ Hmu,(r) -
 Ul(r) + £ uk [e ik r - l ] , (7.12) 
r->
 k/o 
where ui(r) is the Fourier transform of uk. The correction, (A' — A), separately 
vanishes for r = 0 and in thermodynamic limit (N —> oo), as it must. 
From Eq. (7.9), the long range correlation factor is proportional to the interaction 
and therefore logarithmic in r. At large separations, u/(r) dominates Eq. (7.12) with 
the result, A'(R, r„ r ->• oo) = (rs/2) In r. To analyze the long-range behavior of n(r), 
we use the cumulant expansion [49], 
\n(e*) = (x) + ±((x-(x))2) + -.., (7.13) 
with x a random variable. If i is normally distributed, the expansion terminates at 
second order. We also note the identity: 
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Because A(R, r„ r) is the sum of N — 1 weakly correlated, bounded functions, the 
central limit theorem allows us to assume it is, to a good approximation, normally 
distributed. The functions are bounded because the Coulomb interaction has a soft 
core. With this assumption, Eqs. (7.13) and (7.14) yield 
({A(R,Ti,r)-(A(R,ri,r))]2) = -(A(R,vi,r)). (7.15) 
Eqs. (7.6), (7.13), and (7.15) then give 
ln[n(r)] = ^A(i?,r,-,r)). (7.16) 
We expect deviation from this behavior only near the crystallization density, where 
correlations become large. Finally, we obtain 
n(r -+ oo) oc exp{-^(A'(#,r,,r))} = r"^/4, (7.17) 
the expected algebraic long-range order. The results of our calculations are plotted 
in Fig. 7.3, where the asymptotic behavior of n(r) is seen to follow Eq. (7.17). The 
upper curves in each pair show the results of the usual form, n(r) — (e~^R'Ti,Tn, 
which curl up at the box edge due to the periodic nature of the wave function. For 
the lower curves, we have used Eq. (7.12) to eliminate these surface effects. 
From Eq. (7.17), nk diverges as k^"'8^4, when ra < 8. In the thermodynamic 
limit, the occupation of the zero momentum state diverges for these densities. It 
increases more slowly than the particle count, however, so the condensate fraction 
still vanishes. 
7.4.3 Wigner Crystallization 
In quantum solids, there is also no condensate, so one might wonder at what den-
sity the charged particles prefer to localize rather than form a non-condensed liquid. 
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Figure 7.3: The single-particle density matrix, n(r), computed from diffusion Monte 
Carlo calculations of 154 particles. At each density, ra, the upper curve results 
from the standard estimator, while our modified estimator gives the lower result 
[See Eq. (7.12)]. 
Clearly, at very low density the liquid must freeze into a 2D Wigner crystal to min-
imize the dominant potential energy. We have computed the crystallization density 
by comparing energies for the liquid with those of a solid. We choose the triangular 
lattice, which has lower static energy than the square lattice. This choice also enables 
comparison with crystallization in the 2D Yukawa Bose liquid of the previous chapter. 
The trial wave function for a solid, if>a, is obtained from the liquid wave function 
by adding a spring term, which effectively ties each particle to a lattice site, Z*: 
UR)=UR)I[e~ciri-Zi)\ (7.18) 
i 
with c a variational parameter. Although not symmetric under particle exchange, this 
type of wave function gives excellent energies for many simple solids since exchange 
energies in quantum crystals are small. Because this wave function is typically better 
than the liquid wave function [101, 71], a variational study would be ill-suited to 
comparing liquid and solid energies. Use of DMC is hence important to eliminate 
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Table 7.1: Ground state energies per particle for systems of 16 to 154 particles, 
calculated with DMC. #<„ indicates the energy in the bulk, obtained from EN — 
#oo + x/N- Numbers in parentheses are estimated errors in the last decimal place. 
# 1 6 
E2i 
Ei2 
E90 
E154 
Eoo 
- x 
# 1 6 
# 2 4 
# 4 2 
# 9 0 
#oo 
- x 
r, = 5. 
-0.1679(1) 
-0.1640(1) 
-0.1595(2) 
. . . 
-0.1553(1) 
-0.1540(4) 
0.22 
ra = 10. 
Liquid 
-0.25899(8) 
-0.2560(2) 
-0.2536(2) 
-0.2507(2) 
-0.2500(2) 
0.14 
Crysta, 
-0.25629(8) 
-0.2540(1) 
-0.2520(1) 
-0.2488(1) 
-0.24933(6) 
0.13 
rs = 14.1 
-0.2901(1) 
-0.2874(2) 
-0.2854(2) 
-0.2830(2) 
. . . 
-0.2818(2) 
0.12 
-0.29029(7) 
-0.28854(8) 
-0.28668(6) 
-0.28483(6) 
-0.2840(3) 
0.04 
rs = 20. 
-0.3150(1) 
. . . 
-0.31497(4) 
-0.31360(3) 
-0.31237(5) 
. . . 
-0.3081(1) 
0.027 
this variational bias. 
For a system with long-range interactions in periodic boundary conditions, each 
particle forms a rectangular lattice with its own images, so one out of N interac-
tions is that appropriate to the static lattice rather than the bulk liquid. Finite-size 
effects in the crystal are substantially smaller and should again be at most a 1//V 
correction. Consequently, we assume a very simple form for the finite-size scaling, 
EN = #oo + %/AT. The short-range limit of a Yukawa potential is a Coulomb interac-
tion, K0(r —» 0) = — In r, so the crystallization density should equal that estimated by 
extrapolating calculations of the high-density Yukawa system, rs = 14.1. The ground 
state energies, #<», listed in Table 7.1, indicate crystallization occurs near rs = 12, at 
somewhat higher density than predicted by the 2D Yukawa liquid at p = 0.4. Should 
a different scaling law hold, our estimate of the crystallization density should not vary 
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Table 7.2: Extrapolated ground state energies calculated with DMC. Optimized vari-
ational parameters, a and c, are for a system of 16 particles. 
r„ a c 
Liquid 
5.0 0.87 • - -
10.0 1.09 - - • 
14.1 1.15 . . . 
Crystal 
10.0 0.83 1.1 
14.1 0.85 1.5 
20.0 1.01 1.5 
by more than « ±1. The variational parameters used in the calculations with N = 16 
are presented in Table 7.2. Our method is not sensitive to the order of the phase 
transition, but the estimate of the transition width in the Yukawa liquid suggests it is 
weakly first order. Lindemann's ratio at melting is about 0.24 ±0.02 in both systems. 
7.5 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have found three different behaviors of the ground state of the 
2D quantum Coulomb Bose liquid as a function of density. At small rs < 8 the 
momentum distribution diverges as k^3'8^4. At larger rs it is bounded, but at rs w 12 
the system freezes. Although, in the thermodynamic limit, the ground state of this 
system is not condensed, superfluidity is nonetheless possible. We note that, because 
the plasmons are massive, this system has a finite critical superfluid velocity, in the 
sense of Landau [102]. Path integral calculations at finite temperature, or imaginary 
time diffusion constant studies in DMC, for example, could determine the superfluid 
density of this system. In the path-integral framework, where particles are mapped 
onto polymer-like rings, Bose condensation implies a non-vanishing probability for 
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the two ends of a 'cut' ring to wander arbitrarily far apart. Superfluidity, on the 
other hand, is simply expressed in terms of macroscopic particle exchange across the 
simulation cell. If the 2D Bose Coulomb system is indeed superfluid, it may provide 
an ideal model system in which to study the distinction between superfluidity and 
Bose condensation. 
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Appendix A 
The Partial Wave Squaring 
Property 
In Section 3.5 we asserted that each partial wave component of the expansion (3.34) 
satisfies its own squaring relation. To show this, we first write down the usual density 
matrix squaring relationship, then insert the expansion (3.34), 
P(V,V';T) = j**d<j>" J°°(r")2dr" J*d9" sm0"p(r,r";T/2)p(r",r';T/2) (A.l) 
1=0 m=0 1 0 7 r Tr J0 
r2n r2n 
/ d<f>" d»"sinfl"fl(cosfl',)Pm(co8 7). (A.2) 
Jo Jo 
The point r' is on the z axis, and defines the spherical coordinate system. The 
integration variable r" = (r",0",<f>"), while r = (r,9,0). The angle between r" and r 
is 7 = cos 9 cos 9" + sin 9 sin 9" cos <j>". In this geometry, we use the addition theorem 
for associated Legendre polynomials, 
fm(cos-y)= E ^ ^ C ( c o s n f : ( c o 8 6 ) c o s m f , (A.3) 
n=-m ^.m i* nh 
and the orthogonality relation for Legendre polynomials, 
£*•«<*•>«.<* '>-s£ i*» <A-4' 
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to simplify the integral in (A.2). Defining x = cos0, x' = cos 7, and x" = cos 0", the 
integral reads 
/•2ir tl 
= fax" Pi(x") 
= //x"f,(x") 
= 2^^Jx"f,(x")fm(x")fm(x) 
^ C ( x " ) f ; ( x ) ^ ' ^ c o s m / Y (™-")!nn,_.^nn 
li?m(™ + n) 
4ir 
2m + 1 SlmPm(x)-
Equation (A.2) is now simply evaluated as 
~ ~ (2/ + l)(2m + l) 
= EE-—^- -—-x 1=0 m=0 I6ir2rr' 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
/•oo 45J-/ dr"p,(r, r"; T/2)Pl(r", r'; T/2)-—-SlmPm(cos 0) (A.10) 
Jo £m -j-1 
= E ^ T T f r d r > , ( r , r V / 2 ) M r V W 2 ) l Pm(cos0). (A.ll) 
/=o 47rrr' [Jo 
Comparing with (3.34) we make the identification, 
Pl(r, r'; r) = jf" dr"Pl(r, r"; T/2)Pl(r", r'; r/2). (A.12) 
This is the desired squaring relation for the Zth partial wave. 
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Appendix B 
The RPA Long Range Action 
In the study of systems with Coulomb interactions, we require accurate expressions 
for the long-range density matrix and wave function at finite and zero temperature, 
respectively. In both cases, we can solve the Bloch equation nearly exactly, and 
thereby obtain the long-range action. The difficult three-body terms arising in the 
kinetic portion of the Bloch equation are recast using the random phase approximation 
(RPA). In path-integral Monte Carlo, the long-range action becomes part of the high-
temperature density matrix; in variational and diffusion Monte Carlo, it is part of the 
trial wave function. We present a derivation for the general case of several species of 
particles at finite temperature, then specialize to the case of the 2D Bose Coulomb 
liquid, a single-species system at zero temperature. 
The density matrix satisfies the Bloch equation, 
p = -Up. (B.l) 
We may define a local energy, which vanishes for p a solution, as 
# , = ^ . (B.2) 
Now let us assume we have a density matrix, pa = poe~w, which solves the Bloch 
equation for a Hamiltonian, 7is = —XV2-\-Vs. Suppose we now introduce an additional 
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potential, V, so the full Hamiltonian becomes H = Ha-rV. We attempt a solution 
to EL = 0 of the form: 
(B.3) f = ,oe- fe-" , 
with the symmetric long-range action, U = [U(R) + U(R')] /2. The local energy is 
then 
JO 
EL = — 
Ps 
- E ^ K ^ > . + ^ K ^ + 2(V^V^)} (B.4) 
3 
+ (Va + V) pae-° + pae-° - t/e-°ps}, (B.5) 
where cr,- is the species label of particle j and Xa = h2/2ma for species a. The short-
range problem has already been solved, so (—XV2 + Vs + d/dr)ps = 0. The equation 
thus becomes: 
JO 
# L = — - E X*i {P'Vy° + 2 (9 , f , • V;e-&) } + Vpse-° - Ue~°ps (B.6) 
We will only attempt to solve this on the diagonal (R = R'), where ps = e w. With 
this simplification, we have: 
u = E ^ \&u - ^(v^)2 - VjW • ViU 
3 
+ v. (B.7) L2 ' J " 4' 
We work in periodic boundary conditions, and the potentials and actions are 
assumed to be pairwise, so we may write: 
y(&) = E^fSf -k 
Pk = E ^ ^ . 
(B.8) 
(B.9) 
where v™' is the Fourier transform of the potential between a particle of type a and 
another of type a'. Similar expressions hold for U and W in terms of u°k' and vfk', 
respectively. 
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With these definitions, the first three-body term of Eq. B.7 becomes: 
= E E*k^A<^ 
3 k°' 
. Em^CX'*" 
SI'" 
= E E A<'^^r'/,Ck. 
kq o W " 
(B.10) 
(B.H) 
We now make the random phase approximation and set X^kqPq+k w Hkq ^'"&+q, 
where Nam is the number of particles of type a'". The second three body term of 
Eq. B.7 is handled analogously. 
With the RPA, the equation decouples in momentum, and we may solve the 
equation separately for each value k. The resulting equations, 
-iE6^A,,,[<^<'+<''\r+«r<i,(B.i2) 
can be integrated numerically from the initial conditions, uk — 0. In the case of 
hydrogen, the species are electrons and protons, and we have three coupled equations. 
To find wf." , we simply repeat the analysis with ps replaced by po and V replaced 
by Vs. The resulting equations are 
«,r' = - ^ , ^ r ' + w r ' - ; E ^ ^ ^ , , « r ' \ r . (B.13) 
To obtain the long-range action for the 2D Bose Coulomb liquid, we first note 
that the action becomes stationary in the ground state (i.e. u& = 0). Thus, for a one 
component system with W = 0, we have only one equation, 
iik - 0 = -Xk2uk - -Xk2ukN + vk. (B.14) 
This is a simple quadratic equation with solution 
uk = 2AT (B.15) 
With the identifications vk = 2n/9.k2 and X = r~2, we recover Eq. 7.9 of Chapter 7. 
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